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Abstract 
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giving a more algebraic proof of the topological invariance of torsion and the homotopy 
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0. Introduction 
The Wall finiteness obstruction and Whitehead torsion are the traditional 
applications of algebraic K-theory to topology, relating geometric finiteness prop- 
erties of spaces to the algebraic properties of modules over the fundamental group 
ring. The methods of controlled algebra developed by Connell and Hollingsworth 
[Bl, Chapman 161 and Quinn [16-181 use a more refined version of algebraic 
K-theory in which the algebra is parametrized by a metric space. For any E > 0 
there is a notion of E-controlled K-theory, in which the size of any operation is 
restricted to be at most (some multiple of) E in the metric space. In fact, only the 
controlled Whitehead group of automorphisms was defined directly, with the 
controlled reduced projective class group obtained from it by a version of the 
splitting theorem of Bass, Heller and Swan [2] which embeds the reduced projec- 
tive class group k:,(Z[~l) of a group ring 771~1 as a direct summand in the 
Whitehead group Wh(r x Z). 
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In this paper we develop the controlled algebra of projections, define the 
#,-groups directly, and relate the controlled k0 and Wh-groups to each other by 
various exactness properties. The algebraic methods are used to give a self-con- 
tained treatment of the following results: 
(11 A homeomorphism of finite CW complexes is simple. This is the topological 
invariance of Whitehead torsion, originally proved by Chapman [3]. 
(2) Every compact ANR has the homotopy type of a finite CW complex. This is 
the Borsuk conjecture, originally proved by West [24]. 
(3) The results of Ferry [lo] and Chapman [4,5] generalizing (1) and (21, by 
which an e-domination (respectively l -homotopy equivalence) for sufficiently small 
E implies the vanishing of the ordinary Wall finiteness obstruction (respectively 
Whitehead torsion). 
A PL homeomorphism is a simple homotopy equivalence; the combinatorial 
invariance of Whitehead torsion is proved by Milnor [15] using an induction 
argument, in which the key ingredient is the computation Wh({l}) = 0 of Higman 
[13]. Similarly, the key ingredient in any proof of (1) is the computation Wh(Z”) = 0 
of Bass, Heller and Swan [2]. The failure of the Hauptvermutung (Milnor) shows 
that a homeomorphism of finite CW complexes is not in general homotopic to a 
PL homeomorphism. However, a homeomorphism has zero controlled torsion and 
hence also zero Whitehead torsion. The proofs of (2) and (3) are closely related to 
the proof of (1): the connection between the three results has long been recog- 
nized. 
In our proofs we have attempted to minimize the geometry and maximize the 
algebra. It should be noted that the “squeezing” arguments of Ferry and Pedersen 
provide an alternative algebraic method of proof of (l)-(3), using the bounded 
algebraic K-theory of Pedersen and Weibel. In this approach the controlled 
finiteness obstruction of a controlled finite domination over a finite-dimensional 
space X is identified with the bounded torsion of a bounded homotopy equiva- 
lence over the open cone O(X), and the controlled torsion is identified with a 
bounded K,-invariant. See Ferry, Hambleton and Pedersen [11,§7] for a brief 
account. 
In subsequent work we shall extend the methods to controlled L-theory, giving 
a similarly direct proof of the topological invariance of the rational Pontrjagin 
classes, originally obtained by Novikov. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 1 we first review the category of 
geometric modules and geometric morphisms due to Quinn, and then discuss 
“projective modules” and “projective module chain complexes” in this category. In 
Section 2 we introduce “control” into these. In Section 3 we define the controlled 
projective class groups Z&(X, px, rz, E) using n-dimensional E-controlled projec- 
tive complexes on a control map p x : M +X. In Section 4 we define similarly the 
controlled torsion groups Wh(X, px, IZ, E) using n-dimensional e-controlled con- 
tractible free complexes on a control map px : M +X. In Section 5 the K, and 
Wh-groups are related by the “stably exact sequence” of a pair (X, Y cX). The 
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excision and gayer-Vietoris properties of the co~trolIed K-groups are developed 
more generally in Section 6. The controlled analogue of the decomposition 
of Bass [l] is obtained in Section 7. This is used in Section 8 to establish a 
Vietoris-type property of controlled K-theory invariants: if sufficiently controlled 
they vanish in a Iess controlled K-group. Controlled finiteness and torsion invari- 
ants are defined in Section 9. The topological invariance and finiteness results (11, 
(2) and (3) are proved in Section 10. Finahy, an appendix gives a brief account of 
controlled lower K-theory. 
The referee asked if there is a categorical approach to our “stable isomor- 
phisms” and “stably exact” sequences, and even went so far as to suggest an 
appropriate category. An object in this category shouid be a system of Abelian 
groups {A, I E E (0, ml}, with A, mapping to A, if E < 6, and a morphism f : (A,} 
-+ {B,] should be a collection of homomorphisms f, : A, -+ B,, making some 
obvious diagrams commute. Here k is a constant independent of E, but depending 
on f. A category for controlled algebra is certainly desirable. (For bounded algebra 
there are the categories of Pedersen and Weibel, as we11 as Anderson and 
Munkholm.) Regrettably, we have not been able to provide such a categorical 
treatment in this paper. 
The second-named author would like to thank the Mathematics Department of 
Edinburgh University for its hospitality in the academic year 1990-91. Both 
authors would Iike to thank Bruce Hughes for conversations in the course of that 
year, and Masaharu Morimoto and the referee for carefully reading the various 
drafts and making valuable suggestions. 
1. Geometric m~ules 
Basically our treatment of geometric modules and geometric morphisms follows 
the original work by Quinn [18]. Some notation and terminology is from the work 
of Connolly and Koiniewski [9,§41 and some is new. 
Let M be a topological space, and let / S 1 be a set together with a function 
S:ISI --M. 
In the following we identify a function with its graph; thus, S also represents a 
subset of I S I x M. The first (respectively second) component of an element 
s E S c I S I X M will be denoted I s I E I S I (respectively [s] E M). The function S 
maps I s I to [s]. The projection I f I x M -+ M induces a bijection from the graph S 
to ISi. 
Definition. The free i2-moduie on the graph S is called the geometric modute on M 
generated by S, and is denoted Z[Sl. A geometric module Z[S] is said to be finitely 
generated (f.g.1 if I S I (and hence S) is a finite set. The direct sum @a= A Z[S,] of 
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a family U%S,I), E A of geometric modules on M indexed by a set A is defined as 
follows: First make a “copy” S& of each S, by: 
S&:lS&l= IS,Ix(a} = IS,lS”-M. 
The I S& 1 are disjoint subsets of (U o! E A 1 S, I > x A; the disjoint union of the I S& I 
will be denoted LlaEA I S& I. The S& define a unique function Lln E A S& : 
u oI l A I S& 1 + 44. Now @, ~ A Z[ S,] is defined to be h[ U n g A S&l. In this paper, 
we shall pretend that the I S, 1 are mutually disjoint, writing @a E A H[S,] = 
Z[ u (y r A S,] without mentioning taking copies Sk of S, from now on. 
Examples. (1) When I S I is empty, Z[Sl is denoted 0. 
(2) Let M be a CW complex and fix an integer 12 & 0. Let I S I be the set of the 
n-cells of M. For each n-cell e E I S I, let (Pi : D” -+ A4 be the characteristic map 
for e. The correspondence S : I S I + M; e * cp,(O) defines a geometric module 
b[S] on M, where 0 denotes the center of the n-disk D”. As an abstract Abelian 
group, it is the group of Z-coefficient cellular n-chains of M. 
Definitions. Let Z[ S] and H[ T] be geometric modules on M. Consider triples (s, p, 
t) consisting of elements s ES, t E T and a path p: [O, rl+ M (T > 0) such that 
p(0) = [s] and P(T) = [t]. Such a triple (s, p, t 1 will be called a path from s to t. A 
geometric morphism f : Z[ S] + Z[ T] is a formal linear combination 
C mh(+ P* : K4 51 +M h) 
AEA 
of paths from generators of Z[S] to generators of Z[Tl, with integer coefficients. 
Here A is some index set, and the number of paths starting from each generator is 
required to be finite. Two geometric morphisms f = C, E AmA(sA, ph, tA> and f’ = 
c y E rm\(sb, pb, t;> from Z[ S] to Z[ T] are equal (f = f ‘1 if there exists a bijection 
cp : A + r such that 
m’,(,) = mA and (s;(,), &A\)? $(A) ) = (sh, ph, t,J (for all A En), 
after deleting terms with zero coefficients. The beginning and the endpoints of the 
paths in a geometric morphism f = C, E AmA(sA, pA, tA>: Z[Sl -+ ZITI determine a 
Z-module homomorphism: 
If I:Z[S]+Z[T]; s* EmAt,,. 
SI=S 
Examples. (1) A geometric morphism with no term is called the zero geometric 
morphism, and is denoted 0. 10 I is the zero homomorphism. 
(2) Let Z[S] be a geometric module on M and define a “one-point” path 
c, : (0) + A4 by c,(O) = [s], for s E S. The geometric morphism 
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is called the identity geometric morphism on Z[Sl, and is denoted lrLsI or simply 1. 
For a geometric morphism f : Z[S] -+ Z[Tl, the equalities flh.S1 =f= lB& hold. 
) lzLSl ) is the ordinary identity homomorphism on Z[S]. 
(3) The geometric morphism O(s, p, t> is equal to 0, for any path (s, p, t>. 
(4) The geometric morphisms 2(s, p, t) + 3(s, p, t> and 5(s, p, t) are not equal, 
because the numbers of terms with nonzero coefficients are different. 
Definitions. The sum of two geometric morphisms is defined by formally combin- 
ing the two linear combinations. The integer multiplication of a geometric mor- 
phism is defined by termwise integer multiplication. The difference f - g of f and 
g is defined by f + (- 1)g. The composition gf of two consecutive geometric 
morphisms 
I‘=AzAmA(SAr pA, tA) 4Sl -+ WI, 
g = c +;, uv, u,) : Z[ T] -+ Z[ U] 
YET 
is defined to be 
c nymh(SAt ff,p,, uy), 
AEA,yEI‘,I*=I;. 
where c,,ph : [O, T* + $I--) A4 is the composite path 
of two paths pA :[O, TV]--+ M, au :[O, T;] + M with Pa = a,(O). If f, = 
x h E A,mah(S,A\, pah, tab) (a ~4, then 
azAfa = c mah(%*, PaA, tol*) 
CYEA,AEA, 
is called the direct sum of the family If,>, E A of geometric morphisms. 
We shall often use matrices to present a geometric morphism between direct 
sums of geometric modules. Let 
f=h~Am\(S*~ PA, th) IjiIz[ ‘j] + j~Iz[Tl 
be a geometric morphism. Define geometric morphisms fij : ZISjl + Z[ql (1 < i < 
m, 1 <j Q n> by: 
fij = C m*(s*, PA, t*). 
AEA,SAESI,IAET, 
f is completely determined by fij’s; f is equal to the sum Ci,j fij if we regard the 
fij as geometric morphisms between Z[ Ll Sjl and Z[ U ql via the inclusions 
s,c u lG,G,,Sjy Tic Ul.,icmq. An m Xn matrix (fij)l<i<m,l<j<.Will be used . . 
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to express f using the fij. For example, the direct sum @i”=, f : d3i!s, Z[Si] + 
eL’=, Z[S,] can be written as a diagonal matrix with entries fi, . . . , f,,. 
Suppose rr : A? + M is a covering map. Given a geometric module Z[S] on M, 
one can form the pullback geometric module Z[s] on A by the standard pullback 
construction 
S:ISl={( lsl, fi) E lSlXtiIS( Id) =5T(ci)}4; (Id, hi) “GE. 
The induced covering 
S”7r:I3I --) ISI; (ISI, fi) - Isl 
determines a covering rTTs : f + S of the graph S: 
q-$:5= ISIs*T ISI =s. 
Next we define the pullback of a geometric morphism with respect to r. Let 
Z[,!?] and Z[f] be the pullbacks of H[S] and Z[Tl with respect to r : A? * M. Let 
(s, p, t> be a path in M from s E S to t E T. If s’ E 3 is mapped to s by rrs : s + S, 
there is a unique path (S, p’, f) in 16 from s’ to some element f~ ? such that the 
composition np’ is equal to p. Such a path is called a lift of (s, p, t). Now, for a 
geometric morphism f = C,m,(s,, ph, t,): Z[S] + Z[T], define its pullback geo- 
metric morphism f: Z[ $I--) Z[ F] by: 
where (i*, GA, fA) is the lift of (sh, ph, th) starting from ZA. It is easily checked that 
g=&,, 
Suppose rr is a regular covering with the group of covering translations II. Then 
~~ : i + S is also a regular n-covering. II acts freely on s, and Z[,!?] is freely 
generated as a Z[n]-module by any complete set of orbit representatives of 2. If 
f : Z[S] --) Z[T] is a geometric morphism, the H-module homomorphism I fl is 
actually a Z[17]-module homomorphism between the based free Z[17]-modules 
Z[,!?] and Z[F]. For a fixed r : A? -+ A4 the assembly is a functor 
{ (f.g.) geometric modules on M and geometric morphisms} 
+ { (f.g.) free Z[ IT]-modules and homomorphisms} ; 
Z[S] + z[S]. 
We shall be particularly concerned with the case when r: A? + M is the 
universal cover of M (assuming M is connected and locally l-connected). A 
geometric module Z[S] determines a H[~,(M)]-module H[,!?], which will be called 
the assembly of Z[S]. Similarly, a geometric morphism f : H[S] -+ Z[Tl determines 
a Z[r,(M)]-module homomorphisms I f I: Z[s] + Z[f], which will be called the 
assembly of f. 
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D~~nition, Two paths (s, p : [O, ~1 + M, t), (s‘, p’ : (0, ~‘1 -+ M, t’) are ~o~o~o~~c if 
s = S1, 1 = c’ 7 and there exist a nonnegative continuous function r(y) (0 &y G 1) 
and a continuous map 
h:{(x, y)E[W*IO~~X~(y),O~y~l}-,M 
such that r(O) = r, r(1) = T’, h(x, 0) = p(x) (X E 10, r]), h(x, 1) = p’(x) (X B [O, r’]), 
MO, y) = Is], h(dY), VI = Iit1 EM (Y fE lo, 11). 
A ~0~~~0~~ ( -> of a geometric morphism is a finite sequence of the following 
operations: 
(1) homotopies of the paths, 
(2) combining two terms mfs, p. t) +-P&S, p, t) into (m + nXs, p, t), and its 
inverse. 
For example, if a path (s, p7 t) is homotopi~ to (s, p’, t), then (s, p, t) - (s, p’, t) 
is homotopic to the zero geometric morphism: 
The assemblies of homotopic geometric morphisms are the same homomor- 
phisms. In fact, Quinn [Bl has shown that, when M is connected and locally 
l-connected, the assembly map Z[S] +-+ h[#] with respect to the universal cover R 
of M defines a natural equivalence between the category of geometric modules on 
M and homot~py classes of mo~hisms and the category of based free Z[n,(M)l- 
modules (with basis specified up to the action of rr,(M)). 
Let 9 : A/I -+ N be a continuous map. For a geometric module A = Z[ S] on M, 
its direct image cp#A is defined to be the geometric module Z]+!3 : I S ) -+ M -+ N] 
on N. Taking a direct image corresponds to changing the coefficient ring of the 
assembly from Z[rr,(M)] to Z[rr,W)l. For an element s = t I s I, IsI) of the graph 
S, rps will denote the element ( I s I, p[s]> of the graph of cpS : I S 1 -+ N, If 
f = Cm,Cs,, ph, t,): A -+ B is a geometric mo~hism between geometric modules 
A, B on M, then (PJ: cp#A -+ tpo,B will denote the geometric morphism 
C~,(W,, WJO, rJ AMLN, @A). 
If f-g, then c~#f- q#g. 
Next we introduce “chain complexes” in the category of the geometric modules 
on M. Chain complexes will play a key role in this paper. 
D~~~itio~. A cajun cc~mp!ex on M is a sequence of morphisms of geometric 
modules on M 
{C, d}: 
4.b 1 
*** -)Crcl ------+c,------+ urr Cr_l+ 7.. 
such that d,d,+, - 0. 
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Homotopies d2 N 0 are used in the definition of chain complexes instead of the 
strict equalities, because boundary morphisms arising from CW complexes satisfy 
only d2 N 0. See [18] for a detailed discussion. We shall actually need to work with 
chain complexes in the category of “projective modules”. 
Definitions. A geometric morphism p : A +A from a geometric module A on It4 
to itself is a projection if p* up. A projective module on M is a pair (A, p) 
consisting of a geometric module A on M and a projection p : A --f A. (A, p) is 
finitely generated if A is finitely generated. The direct sum @i (Ai, pi) of projec- 
tive modules (Ai, pi) is defined by ( ei Ai, ei pi). A morphism f : (A, p) + (B, q) 
between two projective modules is a geometric morphism f : A + B satisfying 
4f - f and fi - f. The morphism defined by the zero geometric morphism is called 
the zero morphism and is denoted 0. 
For example, if (A, p) is a projective module on M, then the geometric 
morphism p : A + A defines a morphism from (A, p) to itself. This morphism p 
serves as the “identity” morphism up to homotopy. Thus projective modules on M 
and the homotopy classes of morphisms form a category. A morphism f : (A, p) + 
(B, q) is an isomolphism if there exists a morphism g : (I?, q) + (A, p) such that 
gf N p and fg - q; g is called the inverse of f. 
A projective module of the form (A, 1) can be identified with the geometric 
module A and is called a free module. The morphisms between free modules 
(A, 1) and (B, 1) are exactly the geometric morphisms between A and B. 
Definition. A projective chain complex on M is a sequence of morphisms of 
projective modules on M 
{(C, P), d}: ... +(C,+l, P,+&++(& P,) +C,-,, ~,-1>+ ... 
such that d,.d,+I N 0. When there is no ambiguity, we often omit the boundary 
morphisms d from notation. A projective chain complex (C, p) is n-dimensional if 
C, = 0 for r < 0 and for r > n. If all p, are 1, then it is called a free chain complex 
and can be identified with the chain complex 
c: -.. -+Cr+,~Cr-)Cr_,+ ... 
of geometric modules. The direct sum of two projective chain complexes (C, p), 
(D, q) is defined by 
(C, P) @ (D, 4): . . * + (Cry P,> @ (4, qr) 
3 (Cr-l, p,-1) @ (Q-1, qr-1) + . . ’ 
A projective chain complex (C, p) is finitely generated (f.g.) if C, is finitely 
generated for every r. 
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Definitions. (1) A chain map f :(C, p) + CL), q) between projective chain com- 
plexes is a collection f = If,} of morphisms f, :(Cr, p,> --f (Dr, 4,) such that 
d,f, _ fr- ,4- 
(2) A chain homotopy h : f = g between chain maps f, g :(C, p) -+ (D, q) is a 
collection h = {h,} of morphisms h, :(Cr, p,) + (Drtl, q,+,) such that drtlh, + 
hr-Id, “g, -fr. 
(3) A chain map f : (C, p) -+ (D, q) is a chain equivaience if there exists a chain 
map g : (If, 61) + CC, p>, called a chain homotopy inverse, such that gf =p and 
fiT=q. 
(4) Two projective chain complexes (C, p) and (D, 4) are chain equivalent, 
(C, p) = (D, q), if there exists a chain equivalence between them. 
(5) A projective chain complex (C, p) is contractible if it is chain equivalent to 
the zero chain complex. In this case, a chain homotopy h : 0 = p : (C, p) -+ (C, p) is 
called a chain contraction. 
(6) A chain map f:(C, p) -+ (D, q) is an isomorphism, f :(C, p) z (II, q), if 
there exists a chain map g : CD, q) -+ (C, p), called an inverse of f, such that 
gf N p and fg - q. Thus each f, is an isomorphism of projective modules. 
(7) The ~~geb~uic mapping cone g(f) of a chain map f : (C, p) -+ (D, q) is a 
projective chain complex defined by 
-+F:(f IT-1 = (P),-,, 4,-d @ (Cr-2t Pr-2). 
(A chain map f is a chain equivalence if and only if g:(f) is contractible. See 
Proposition 2.4 below.) 
Remark. Let KC, p), d) be a projective chain complex. The morphisms 
d, : CC,., p,) + (Cr_l, P,_~> are, by definition, geometric morphisms d, : C, + C,_ ,. 
Thus we have a free chain complex 
C={C,, d,.}: *a. +Cr+l %Cr I,C,_,+ .*.. 
me geometric morphisms (p,} form a chain map from C to itself. 
2. Controlled algebra 
Now we introduce “geometric control”. A continuous map px : M -+X to a 
metric space is called a control map. If M is given a specific control map px, we 
say tz[Sl is a geometric module on px. Suppose W is a subspace of X. The 
restriction of px to the subset pi ‘(WI of M will be denoted by pw : pi’(W) -+ W. 
For E 2 0, the closed E-neighborhood of W in X is denoted by W”. Obviously, 
(We>* c W’++. For E > 0, W-’ denotes the set 1x E W I d(x, X - W> 2 E) c W. 
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Given a control map px, we use the following convention for radii of geometric 
morphisms and homotopies. A geometric morphism f has radius E if the image of 
the path p : [O, 71--f M is contained in p~‘((pxp(0)}’ f~ {pxp(~)}‘) for each path 
(s, p, t) appearing with nonzero coefficient in f. A homotopy of geometric 
morphisms is an l -homotopy ( wE ) if 
(1) in operation (11, each homotopy (even the constant one) of a path (s, p, t) 
has image in p;‘(Ipxp(ONE n {pxp(~N’), and 
(2) in operation (2), each path (s, p, t) in the combined terms (or split term) has 
image in p;‘({pxp(OF 17 Ipxp(7NE). 
In other words, the morphism is required to have radius E at every stage of the 
homotopy operations (1) and (2). 
Proposition 2.1. Assuming that the relevant operations on geometric morphisms are 
possible, the following hold true: 
(1) Zf f mE f’ and f’ ws f”, then f mmax(e,d) f”. 
(2) Zf f NE f’ and g w6 g’, then mf + ng ~max(e,SI mf’ + ng’ for any m, n E Z. 
(3) The composite gf of a geometric morphism f of radius 6 and a geometric 
morphism g of radius E has radius 6 + E. 
(4) Zf f wC f’ and g wS g’, then gf wE+S g’f’. 
Proof. Immediate from the definition. q 
Let px : M +X be a control map for M. In the following definition, all 
geometric modules are on px. 
Definitions. A projection p : A + A is an E projection if p* wC p. A projective 
module (A, p,) is an E projective module if p is an E projection. A morphism 
f : (A, p) --f (B, q) between projective modules is an E morphism if f has radius E 
and satisfies: qf-, f, fi we f. An E morphism f :(A, p,) + (B, q) is an E isomor- 
phism if there exists an E morphism g : (B, q> + (A, p) such that gf -2E p and 
fg N2E 9. 
Remarks. (1) In the definition of E morphisms and E isomorphisms, we do not 
require (A, p) and (B, q) to be 6 projective modules for any particular 6 > 0 so 
that the definition is as simple as possible. There is an extra advantage that the 
zero morphism is always a 0 morphism. 
(2) The choice of coefficients of E in the definition above looks rather arbitrary. 
Here is an explanation: First of all, we want an E projection p : A -+ A to be an E 
morphism between (A, p) and itself. Secondly, sizes should behave nicely with 
respect to composition. (See Proposition 2.2.) A different definition of E projec- 
tions will force a possibly different definition of E motphisms and E isomorphisms. 
One possibility is to use p* m2e p, but this forces us to use wsE in the definition of 
E isomorphisms, which is not so desirable. Anyway this is not a crucial problem. 
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Proposition 2.2. The composition gf : (A, p) -+ (C, r) of a 8 morphism (respectively 
~orno~h~rn~ f:(A, p) -+ (B, q) and an E rno~h~rn (respect~ve~ ~omo~hism) 
g :(B, q) 4 (C, r) is a 6 + E mo~hism (respectiveZy ~somo~hism). 
Proof. Obviously gf has radius 6 + E, and 
r(gf 1 = (rg)f -6+E sf, (gf)P=g(fp) Nd+e gf* 
So, gf is a S + E morphism. If further f is a 6 isom~~rphism with inverse f-” and g 
is an E isomorphism with inverse g-r, then 
(f-%‘)(gf) -26+2E f-w-28 f-‘f -2s p, 
and similarly (gf )(f-‘g-‘) -2SS2f r. q 
De~nition. A projective chain complex (C, p) on M is an E projective chain 
complex on p,u if 
(1) each (C,, p,) is an E projective module, 
(2) each d, :(C,, p,) + CC,.. ,, P,_~) is an E morphism, and 
(3) d,d,+l wzc 0 for each r. 
A free E projective chain complex will be called a free 6 choir comply. 
Definitions. (1) A chain map f : (C, p) --) (D, q) is an E chain map if f, : (C,, p,) 
-+ CD,., q,.) are E morphisms such that d,f,. wE f,_ ,d,. 
(2) A chain homotopy h : f = g between chain maps f, g : (C, p) + (D, q) is an 
E chain homotopy, h: f zc g, if the h, are E mo~hisms such that d,+ih,+ h,_,d, 
-2c g, -f** 
(3) An E chain map f :(C, p) - (D, q) is an E chain equivalence if there exists 
an E chain map g : CD, q) -+ (C, p), called an E chain homotopy inverse, such that 
sf -, P and fg =t. q- 
(4) Two projective chain complexes (C, p) and (B, q) are E chain equivalent, 
IC, p) c-~ (D, q), if there exists an E chain equivalence between them. 
(5) A projective chain complex (C, p) is E contractible if it is E chain equivalent 
to the zero chain complex. In this case, an E chain homotopy h : 0 =E p : (C, p) + 
(C, p) is called an E chain contraction. 
(6) An E chain map f :(C, p) + (D, q) is an E ~somo~~ism, (C, p) =.E (D, q) if 
there exists an E chain map g :(D, q) -+ (C, p), called an E inverse, such that 
gf -,, P and fg -2f q. Thus each f, is an E isomorphism of projective modules. 
An E isomorphism of projective chain complexes is always an E chain equiva- 
lence. For projective chain complexes of dimension 0, the converse is also true. 
The “identity” chain map p = {p,} on an E projective chain complex (C, p> is an E 
isomorphism. 
Proposition 2.3. (1) The composition f ‘f of an E chain map f : (C, p> + (D, q) and 
an E’ chain map f’ : (D, q) -+ (E, r) is an E f E’ chain map. 
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(2) The composition f’f of an l ~orno~h~rn f : CC, p) --j (D, q) and an E’ 
isomorghism f’ : (D, q) + (E, r) is an l i- E’ isomorphism. 
(3) The composition f ‘f of an E chain equivalence f : (C, p) + (D, q) and an e’ 
chain equivalence f’ : (D, q) + (E, r) is an E + E’ chain equivalence. 
Proof. (1) and (2) are obvious. We prove (3): Let g and g’ be chain homotopy 
inverses of f and f’ with E chain homotopies h : gf =p, k : fg 2: q and E’ chain 
homotopies h’ : g’f’ = q, k’ : f’g’ 2: r. Then, 
d(f’kg’+k’) +(f’kg’+k’)dff~+~~~f‘(dk+kd~g’+(r-~g’) 
%+Zr’f’(q-fg)g’+ (r-f’g’) 
-z,+z,‘f’g’-f’fgg’+r-f’g’ 
N2E+Zd r- (f’f )(gg’L 
and similarly, 
d(h+gh’f)+(h+gh’f)d-,,+wp-(gg’)(f’f). •I 
Proposition 2.4. Let f : (C, p) + (D, q) be an E chain map. Zf the algebraic mapping 
cone %?( f > is E contractible, then f is a 2~ chain equivalence. If f is an E chain 
equiL~~lence, then F(f > is 3~ contractible. 
Proof. Given an E chain contraction, r : 0 =rc q @p : 8( f > + 2% f ), let g, h, k be 
the E morphisms defined by 
S’(f)r= (D,, qr) @ (G-1, P,-1) 
-+ g’(f jr+1 = Pr+P c&+1) @ (C,, P,). 
Then g : (D, q) -+ (C, p) is a chain homotopy inverse of f with E chain homo- 
topies h : gf zE. p : (C, p> + (C, p), k : fg =< q : (D, q) -+ CD, q). Although the ra- 
dius of g is E, g is a 2~ chain map because we only have dg *2E gd. Therefore f is 
a 2e chain equivalence. 
Conversely, suppose that f is an E chain equivalence with E chain homotopy 
inverse g :(D, q> -+ (C, p) and E chain homotopies 
h:gf=r P:(C, P) +(C, P), 
k:fg==e q:(D, q) -+(D, q). 
A 3~ chain contraction of g’(f) is given by: 
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3. Controlled finiteness obstruction 
We start with a brief review of the projective class group and finiteness 
obstruction in the uncontrolled case and then go on to deal with the controlled 
analogues. 
Given a ring A and an integer n z 0, let @A, n> be the quotient of the 
Grothendieck group of n-dimensional f.g. projective A-module chain complexes by 
the subgroup of f.g. free A-module chain complexes. For it = 0 this is the reduced 
projective class group of A, 
&)(A, 0) =&(A), 
the quotient of the Grothendieck group of f.g. projective A-modules by the 
subgroup of f.g. free A-modules. The reduced projective class of an n-dimensional 
f.g. projective A-module chain complex P 
PI = Iiw’[prl EGW r := fJ
is a chain homotopy invariant, such that [PI = 0 if and only if P is chain equivalent 
to a finite f.g. free A-module chain complex. The reduced projective class defines 
isomorphisms 
k”(A, n> -4&q; [PI I-+ [PI. 
The singular chain complex of the universal cover A? of a finitely dominated space 
M is chain equivalent to a finite fag. projective X[~rr,tM)l-module chain complex 
NV?). The finiteness obstruction of Wall [23] is the reduced projective class 
such that [M] = 0 if and only if M is homotopy equivalent o a finite CW complex. 
We use E projective chain complexes to define a controlled analogue of the 
projective class groups. To obtain a correct analogue, we have to use chain 
complexes that are finitely generated. 
Definition. Two finitely generated projective chain complexes (C, p) and CC’, p’) 
on pX are n-stable E c/rain equident if there exists an E chain equivalence 
between CC, p) @ 65, 1) and CC’, p’) 63 (E', 1) for some finitely generated n-di- 
mensional free E chain complexes (E, l), (E', 1) on pX. 
For a fixed E > 0, n-stable E chain equivalence is lz~t an equivalence relation. If 
(C, p), CC’, $1 are n-stable E chain equivalent and (C’, p’), (Cl’, ~“1 are also 
n-stable E chain equivalent, then (C, p) and (C”, $9 are only n-stable 2~ chain 
equivalent. 
Definition. k,(X, px, II, t.) is the set of equivalence classes [C, pl of finitely 
generated n-dimensional E projective chain complexes on pX. The equivalence 
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relation is generated by n-stable E chain equivalence. I&(X, px, 0, E) will be 
denoted Z&(X, px, E). 
We shall also need an analogue which uses projective chain complexes that are 
not necessarily finitely generated. Such an object arises naturally when we take a 
pullback of a finitely generated projective chain complex via an infinite-sheeted 
covering map. 
Definition. A geometric module on a product space M x N is said to be M-locally 
finite if, for any y EN, there is a neighbourhood U of y in N such that M x U 
contains only finitely many basis elements; a projective module (A, p) on M x N 
is said to be M-locally finite if A is M-locally finite; a projective chain complex 
(C, p) on M X N is M-locally finite if each (C,, p,) is M-locally finite. 
For M-locally finite geometric modules, we only consider control maps of the 
form 
qx=pxx l,:MxN+XxN, 
where px : M --f X is a given control map for M, N is a metric space, and XX N is 
given a maximum product metric. 
Definition. Two M-locally finite projective chain complexes (C, p) and (C’, p’) on 
qx are M-locally finitely n-stable E chain equivalent if there exists an E chain 
equivalence between (C, p) @ (E, 1) and (C’, p’) @ (E’, 1) for some M-locally 
finite n-dimensional free E chain complexes (E, l), (E’, 1) on qx. 
Definition. ky(X X N, qx, n, E) is the set of equivalence classes [C, p] of M-lo- 
cally finite n-dimensional E projective chain complexes on qx. The equivalence 
relation is generated by M-locally finitely n-stable E chain equivalence. @‘(X, px, 
0, E) will be denoted @‘(X, px, E). 
Important notice. In the rest of this section we mainly discuss Z?,(X, px, n, E) and 
all the chain complexes are assumed to be finitely generated unless explicitly stated 
otherwise. But the argument carries over to the M-locally finite case without any 
modification. 
Proposition 3.1. Direct sum induces an Abelian group structure on kO(X, px, n, E). 
Further, if [C, p] = [C’, p’] E x,(X, px, n, E), then there is a 3~ chain equivalence 
(C, P) @(E, 1) + (C’, P’) @(F, 1) 
for some n-dimensional free E chain complexes (E, l), (F, 1) on px. In particular, 
(C, p> and (C’, p’) are n-stable 3~ chain equivalent. 
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Proof. We shall show the existence of inverses. Note that if (A, p> is an E 
projective module, then (A, 1 -p) is also an e projective module and the direct 
sum (A, p)@(A, 1 -p) is E isomorphic to (A, 1); the morphism (p, l- 
p):(A, p) @ (A, 1 -p) -+ (A, 1) gives a desired E isomorphism with an E inverse 
‘(p, 1 -p>:(A, 1) + (A, p) tz, (A, 1 -D). Suppose NC, p>, d,} is an n-dimen- 
sional E projective chain complex. The direct sum KC, p), d,} &, (CC, 1 -p), 0) 
with an n-dimensional E projective chain complex: 
{(C,l-a),O}: *a* -+a-(C,,l-p,)“- **’ L(C,, 1 -P*) +O 
is E isomorphic to the free E chain complex: 
{(C, l), d,f: ..* +O-+(C,, 1) n,. *** dc(C”; 1) +o. 
Thus KC, 1 -p), 01 is the inverse of [(C, p), d,]. 
Next suppose [CC, p), dl = [CC’, ~0, 4’1. We use the cancellation of inverses 
argument originally employed by Chapman to prove a similar result for controlled 
Whitehead groups [6, 3.51. There is a sequence of n-dimensional E projective chain 
complexes 
{(C, P), 4 = ((co,, P”‘), dJ> ((C? P”*“), d),...,((C{“‘, p’m’), dJ 
= {(C’, P’), 4, 
where 
{(C’Q, p(k)), d} CB ((E’k’, l), d} =< ((@+‘), p(k+l)), d) @ {(F(k), l), d} 
for some n-dimensional free E chain complexes f(@‘, l), d}, ((F(*), l), d} on pX. 
The following composition gives the desired 3~ chain equivalence: 
m-1 
{(C, P), d} @ c {(E”? I), d} @ $ {(C’? I), d} 
k=l k-l 
m-1 
=J(C, P), 4 @ r: ((E’k”, 11, d) 
k-l 
@ 5 ({(Cck’, 1 -p”“), 0) 63 {(@‘, pCk’), d)) 
k=l 
= ((C, P), 4 @ (fC’“‘, 1 -P”‘), 0) 
m - 1 
@ c ({(CCk’, D’~‘), d) @ {(E’k’, 11, d}} 
k=l 
@ it{(C (k), 1 - atk)), O] @ { ( Ccm,, p’m’), d} 
k=2 
-,{@A P), df @ ((C”‘, 1 -P”‘), Of 
m-1 
@ c ({(Cckil), pck+‘)), d} c~ {(Fck’, l), d}) 
k=l 
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m 
8 r: {(Ck’, 1 -p(Q), 0) FB {(C’, p’), d’} 
k=2 
= k~l(I(c’*‘7 p(k)), d) 8 {(Ck’, 1 -J#‘), o}) 
m-l 
@ c {P’Y 11, d} @ I(C’, P’), d’] 
k=l 
m m-l 
=J(C, p’), d’] fT3 c f(C’k’, l), d) @ c {(Ck’, l), d}. I3 
k=l k=I 
Remark. By the const~ction of the additive inverse, one can conclude that the 
class [C, p] E k&X, px, n, E) depends only on the projective modules (Cj, piI and 
not on the boundary morphisms. 
Next we discuss maps between control maps which induce homomorphisms of 
controlled &,-groups. Let px : M + X and pxf : M’ -+X’ be control maps. A map 
from px to pxl is a pair of continuous maps @ = (4p :M + M’, q: X-+X’) 
satisfying pxlq = @px. Let 6, E be positive numbers and k be a positive integer. 
Consider the following condition on 4% 
C(6, E, k): if x, y=X, and d(x, y) <kkS then d($(x), q(y)) <ke. 
Suppose that Q, satisfies the conditions C(6, E, 11 and 436, E, 2) and apply ‘p# to 
chain complexes: if (C, p) is a 6 projective chain complex on px, then cp.JC, p) = 
(gp&, ~#p) is an E projective chain complex on pxf, and if two 6 projective chain 
complexes (C, p) and (C’, p’) on px are n-stable S chain equivalent, then 
cpJC, p) and (o,(C’, p’) are n-stable E chain equivalent. Therefore @ induces a 
homomorphism @ * : l&(X, px, n, 6) + l&,(X’, pxt, n, E). The equality (@ 0 Y’) * 
= Qp, 0 P, is easily verified. Note that the condition C(6, E, 1) does not imply the 
other condition C(S, E, 2). Also note that if X is compact, then for any E > 0, there 
exists a 6 > 0 satisfying these conditions. 
Inclusion maps are typical examples of maps which satisfy C(E, E, k) for every 
positive number E and every positive integer k. Let i : Y + X be an inclusion map 
and F: pi’(Y) -+ M be the corresponding inclusion map. Then (Z, i> is a map from 
pr to px, where pr : PX ‘(Y) - Y is the restriction of px, and it induces a 
homomorphism 
(I, i) * : &J(K Py, 12, l ) -+&(X7 Px, n, e) 
for every E > 0 and every IZ z 0. This homomorphism will be called the hamomor- 
phism induced by i and will be denoted i .+ . 
More generally, if S G E, then (i, i) also satisfies Cc&, E, k) for every k > 1 and 
induces a homomorphism 
(& i) * : &( Y, py, n, 6) -&3(X Px, n, e). 
This homomo~hism will be called a s~abiliza#i~~ map. It is also co~only called 
the rel~ati~n qf control map. 
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In tha case of k,“, we only consider maps between control maps of the form 
@=(l,XJI:MXN -+MxN’,lxxJ,:XxN-*XxN’) 
from px x I, to px X I,,, where J/ : N -+ N’ is a continuous map. Stabilizations 
are defined similarly. 
Given an E > 0, we are interested not in the group g,(X, px, n, E) itself but in 
the image of K,(X, px, n, 6) in it for sufficiently smail 6 > 0. Such an image 
tends to get stable as S gets smaller; e.g., see Corollary 8.2. Below we shalt see that 
an analogue of the isomorphism &(A, n) = &(A, 0) holds only stably in the 
controlled setting. 
Let n > 0 be an integer. We shall 
R&X, px, n, E) and E&(X, px, E). There is a 
1: fio(X, Px, l ) -+K”,(X, PX? n, E) 
study the relationship between 
homomo~hism 
obtained by viewing a 0-dimensionai chain complex as an n-dimensional one. We 
shall see that this is onto. 
position 3.2. An n-dime~io~al E projectke chain complex (C, p> is e chain 
equivalent to an n-dimensional E projectbe chain compkx (0, q) such that q, = 
1: Dr -+ r>, for r > 0 and (D,, qO) = ( C))rzeven(Cr, p,)) CB ( @rBr:rdd(Cr, 1 -p,)). 
Proof. Let (D,, qJ = I&)l.Jci, 1) f or r > 0 and let (Do, qo) be as in the statement 
above. Define the boundary morphism d, by: 
‘d 0 0 0 .**’ 
I--P, 0 0 0 . . . 
0 Pr+, 0 
M,),= o o I -ir+, o ::: : 
0 0 0 P*+3 **. 
\ : I 
( 
(CI-1, l)e(C,,l)~‘.-e,(C,,I), ifr>l, 
(C”> PO) @ cc,, 1 -P,) @ * * * @ (C”, P,), 
R -+ if r= 1 and n iseven, 
(C,> PO) @ cc,, 1 -PI) @ * *. @ (C,, 1 -P,), 
ifr=landnisodd. 
Then (D, q) = Rt>,, q,), d,) is an n-dimensional E projective chain complex. The 
following E chain maps give the desired l chain equivalence and its E chain 
homotopy inverse: 
@r=t(Pr, 0 **. 0) :(Crt P,) 4 (4% q,), 
8, = ( p, 0 . . . 0) :(Q* 4,) -+ (C,, P,). fzl 
Corolfary 3.3. The homomo~h~m t : d,(X, px, E) --, E&X, PX. n, E) is mo. 
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Proof, For an element [C, p] E k,(X, px, n, ~1, let (U, 4) be as in Pro~sition 
3.2. Then the sum of (C, p) and the O-dimensiona free chain complex 
. . * -+O+O-+(D,, 1) -+O-+ *** 
is E chain equivalent to the sum of the O-dimensional I projective chain complex 
*a’ “o~o-+(D,,q,)-+o+ *** 
and the n-dimensional free E chain complex 
*-- -+(I&, 1) - dD (D,, 1) %(O”, l)-+O+ ***. 
Here dL,: (D,, I) -+ (D,, 1) denotes the mo~hism defined by the same geometric 
morphism which was used to define the morphism d, : (D,, 1) -+ (Do, qo). An E 
chain equivalence is given by 
Proof. First suppose (C, p) is E chain equivalent to 0. Let I’ be an E chain 
contraction of (C, p). Define a 3~ chain contraction I” by: r’ = TdI’. This has a 
larger radius but the identity (r’12 -6r 0 holds. (Cf. Whitehead [25,(6.2)].) Using 
this one can show that 
d +f’: @ (C,, P,) -+ (8 (C,, P,), 
r:‘ZVe” r :odd 
d + r’ ABd(Cv P,) -+ (33 (C,, in,) 
r:WeSl 
are 3e inverses of each other. Therefore @r:odd(Cr, I$ and @,;,,tctt P,) repre- 
sent the same element in k;,( X, px, 3~1, and [De, qJ= 0 E I&(X, PX, 3~). 
Next suppose f : (C, p) -+ (C’, p’) is an E chain equivaIence. By Proposition 
2.4 its algebraic mapping cone B(f) is 3~ contractible. By the argument above, 
(f ),, p; cup,_,] = 0 E k&X, px, 9~). But this element is the same as 
C,( - fw:, PiI - C,( _I MC,, P,l. 
Sin= direct sum with free c chain complexes corresponds to direct sum with 
free modules, this finishes the proof. U 
The two homomorphisms L and (r above are stable inverses: the following 
diagrams commute. 
i,(X, P.y, 6) ---L-e R,tx, p,y, n, 6) &i,tx, px* 96) +-2-- AT&X, px, n, 61 
1 II jl i 
d,cx. p,y> G) - d”W, Px. n, (F) R&Y, Px, 9LF) r-’ 
The following is lcorollary to Proposition 3.2. 
ii”(X, P,y, n, 9r) 
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Corollary 3.5. Let rz > 0. Zf [C, p] = 0 E k,(X, px, n, E), then (C, p) is 60~ chain 
equivalent to an n-dimensional free 306 chain complex on px. 
Proof. Let (D, q) be as in Proposition 3.2; (C, p> is E chain equivalent to (D, q). 
By the previous proposition, [D,, qO] = 0 E k,(X, px, 9~). By Proposition 3.1, 
there is a free module (F, 1) such that (Da, qO) 6~ (F, 1) is 2% isomorphic to some 
free module (G, 1). The inclusion map of (D, q) into the sum (D’, q’) of (D, q) 
and the l-dimensional free chain complex 
.*. -tO-+(F, l&F, 1) -+o+ a.’ 
is an E chain equivalence. Let f : (Db, qb) = CD,,, q,,) @ (F, 1) -+ (G, 1) be a 27~ 
isomorphism of projective modules. If we replace the boundary map d,, : CD’,, 1) 
+ <II& qb) of (D’, q’) by fd, : <II;, 1) + (G, l), then we get a free 286 chain 
complex CD”, 1) with 0: = 0: (r > 0) and 0: = G. The isomorphisms 
l:DL+D: (r>O), 
f:D;+D; 
define a 28~ chain map from (D’, q’) to CD”, l), and its inverse is a 55~ chain map 
(f-‘(fd,?) -(2.27+1)~ d,,). Thus we get a 5% isomorphism between (D’, q’) and 
CD”, 1). Composing these we get a 57~ chain equivalence from (C, p) to an 
n-dimensional free 28~ chain complex. q 
4. Controlled Whitehead torsion 
We start with a brief review of Whitehead torsion in the uncontrolled case, and 
then go on to deal with the controlled analogues. 
Given a group rr and an integer n > 1 let Wh(r, n) be the quotient of the 
Grothendieck group of n-dimensional contractible based f.g. free Z[ rr]-module 
chain complexes by the subgroup of the elementary complexes. For n = 1 this is 
the Whitehead group of r, 
Wh(r, 1) = Wh(r), 
a quotient of the Grothendieck group of isomorphisms of based f.g. free Z[r]- 
modules. The torsion of a contractible based f.g. free Z[r]-module chain complex 
C is defined by 
r(C)=7(d+T:Codd+Ceven)~Wh(~) 
using any chain contraction r : 0 = 1: C + C. (It is usually more convenient if we 
further require r2 = 0. A corresponding requirement in the controlled case also 
helps size estimation. But this is not really necessary in the uncontrolled setting. 
See [7,p.521.) Torsion defines isomorphisms 
Wh(r, n) --f Wh(r); [C] -T(C). 
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The Whitehead torsion of a homotopy equivalence f : L + M of finite CW 
complexes 
T(f) =r(f:C(i) + C(B)) E Wh(%(M)) 
is such that f is simple (r(f) = 0) if and only if f is homotopic to a deformation, 
that is a composite of elementary expansions and collapses - see Milnor I151 and 
Cohen [7] for detailed expositions. 
We fix the control map px : M -A’ to a metric space X and an integer n > 1. 
Given a subspace Y _cX and E > 0, we define the relative controlled Whitehead 
group Wh(X, Y, px, n, E), the controlled analogue of Wh(rr, p). In Section 5 this 
will be related to the controlled projective class groups & of Section 3 by a 
“stably exact sequence”. The controlled Whitehead groups Wh(X, px, E) = Wh(X, 
d, px, 1, E) were previously defined by Quinn [HI. 
Important notice. As in the previous section, all the modules and chain complexes 
will be assumed to be finitely generated. But the argument carries over to the 
M-locally finite case without any modification: one can define the M-locally finite 
controlled (relative) Whitehead groups Wh”(X X N, Y X N, px X l,, II, E) using 
M-locally finite chain complexes and can prove analogous results. 
Definition. A geometric morphism f : Z[S] + Z[S] is elementary if h[S] is the 
direct sum of two geometric modules Z[S,] and Z[S,] and 
f=(i :):L[S,IeH[S,I~H[S,IeZ[S,l, 
for some morphism h : Z[S,] + H[S,]. Such an f is an isomorphism and its inverse 
f-l= 1 -h ( i 0 1 
is also elementary. 
An isomorphism f : Z[S] -+ Z[S’] between geometric modules of the same rank 
is geometric if there is a bijection cp : S --) S’ such that f has no paths from s E S 
to s’ E S’ unless s’ = cp(s) and there is exactly one path from s to cp(s) for each 
s E S, whose coefficient is f 1. Its inverse f-’ is obtained by reversing the 
orientation of the paths. 
A deformation is a sequence 
D: Z[S,] flZ[S,] -L ... J% &%+,I 
of elementary automorphisms and geometric isomorphisms. D is an E deformation 
if all composite geometric morphisms fjf,_i * . . fi, fL: ‘fl<ll * . .A:’ have radius E. 
(If fmfm-I . . . fl has radius 6, then all the composites fifj_l . . . fi have radius 
2S, and similarly for the inverses.) When D is an E deformation, the composite E 
isomorphism f =f, f,,_ 1 * . . fl is called an e-simple isomorphism. The composite 
f-l =f,lf;l . . . fi’ gives an c inverse of f. The composite of an c-simple 
isomorphism and a &simple isomorphism is an (E + 6)-simple isomorphism. 
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Definition. A free chain complex of the form: 
h-a --PO+O~A~_&+O--PO-+ ... 
is called an elemental trivial chain corncob. A free chain complex T is t~viaI if it 
is the direct sum of elementary trivial chain complexes. A trivial chain complex is 0 
contractible. Au E chain map f = {f,} : C -+ I3 between free chain complexes on px 
is an e-si~zple ~orno~~~srn if each f, is an e-simple isomo~hism and f- ’ = ff; ‘1 
is an E chain map. We use the notation: f : C ~~,r D. The composite of an 
e-simple isomorphism and a &simple isomorphism (of chain complexes) is an 
(E + 6)-simple isomorphism. Let n be an integer. Two free chain complexes C and 
C’ on px are n-stable e-simple equivalent if there exists an c-simple isomorphism 
between C 61 T and C’ @ 7” for some n-dimensional trivial chain complexes T and 
T’ on px_ 
Warning. Do not confuse “n-stable 4mple equivalences” (of free chain com- 
plexes) with “n-stable E chain equivalences” (of projective chain complexes) 
defined in the previous section. Any two free E chain complexes of dimension G y1 
are always n-stable E chain equivalent because they are free. 
Let Y be a subspace of X. The restriction to Y of a geometric module A = Z[SJ 
on px is the geometric module on py generated by the elements ( I s I, [sl> of S 
such that [s] E pi’(Y) and is denoted A(Y 1: i.e., 
A(Y) = ZIS[S-‘px’(Y):S-‘px’(Y) +p,l(Y)]. 
(Recall that py is a restriction of px.) The rest&ion to Y of a geometric 
morphism f= Cm,(s,, ph, t,): A -+ B is defined to be: 
flY= c m*(%, PA, t,):A-+B. 
[s*lEP;‘fY) 
Note that f and f 1 Y have the same domain. Of course one can also restrict the 
domain and the target: If f has radius E, then f I Y dete~ines a geometric 
morphism from A(Y) to HY”), which will be also denoted f I Y. Suppose 
f,g : A -+ B be two geometric morphisms. When f 1 Y = g I Y, we write f= g ouer 
Y. When f I Y-C g 1 Y, we write f -, g ouer Y. 
Consider an elementary geometric morphism 
If we replace h by the morphism h 1(X - Y), then we get another elementary 
geometric morphism fry1 which coincides with f over X - Y and is the identity 
over Y. fry1 is called thelocalization offawayfrom Y. Note that (fir))-’ = (f-i)tyl. 
For a defo~ation D=(fi, f2,..., f,), define the l~ca~~~at~~ of L3 away from Y 
hv C.f;t f;,... , _#‘A>, where fi = C.&l if fj is elementary and fi =fi if fj is 
geometric. The composite fk - * * f; is called the ~oca~izat~n away from Y of the 
simple isomorphism f =f, * . - f,, and is denoted fiy 1. If f is an e-simple isomor- 
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phtsm, then frrl is also an e-simple isomorphism, coincides with f over X- Y’, 
and is geometric over Y-‘. 
Definition. (1) Let f, g : C + D be chain maps between free chain complexes on 
px. A collection h = {h,) of E morphisms is an E chain homotopy over Y between f 
and g, h : f =L~ g, if dh and hd both have radius 2~ and dh + hd wzr g -f over Y. 
(2) An E chain map f : C --) D is an E chain equivalence over Y if there exist an E 
chain map g : D -+ C and E chain homotopies over Y: gf sy p and fg =y q. 
(3) An E chain homotopy h : 0 ey 1: C + C over Y is called an E chain 
contraction over Y, and C is said to be E contractible over Y. 
(4) A strong E chain contraction r over Y of C, will mean an E chain 
contraction of C over Y which satisfies the additional condition r,+ ir, mze 0 over 
Y. If such a r exists, we say C is strongly l contractible over Y (or strongly l 
contractible if Y =X). This extra condition can be achieved in the following way. 
Suppose r is an E chain contraction of C over Y. Then I” = rdr is a strong 3~ 
chain contraction of C over YV3’. (We used this construction in the proof of 
Proposition 3.4.) 
(5) Two free chain complexes C and C’ on px are said to be n-stable e-simple 
equivalent away from Y if there exist n-dimensional free E chain complexes D and 
D’ on py such that C @D and C’ $ D’ are n-stable e-simple equivalent. We use 
the notation: C m:*’ C’. For example, an n-stable e-simple equivalence away from 
the empty subset fl is the same as an n-stable E-simple equivalence. For a fixed 
E > 0, n-stable e-simple equivalence away from Y is not an equivalence relation; in 
general, C w:sy C’, and C’ -r~” C” imply C ~~~~$n,m),Y ” z C”. 
Definition. Let Y be a subspace of X. Wh(X, Y, px, n, E) is defined to be the set 
of equivalence classes of n-dimensional free E chain complexes on px which are 
strongly E contractible over X - Y. The equivalence relation is generated by 
n-stable 40e-simple equivalences away from Y20E. If Y is the empty set, it will be 
omitted from the notation, and if n = 1, then n is omitted; e.g., Wh(X, px, n, E) 
= Wh(X, 8, px, n, E) and Wh(X, Y, px, E) = Wh(X, Y, px, 1, E), etc. 
Remark, “Y 2oE” is used in this definition instead of “Y” so that any element of 
Wh(X, Y, px, n, E) has an additive inverse. See Proposition 4.1 below. Proposi- 
tion 4.1 also says that the equivalence relation generated by n-stable 4Ot--simple 
equivalences away from Y20E implies n-stable 86c-simple equivalence away from 
Y2”. (Recall that n-stable 40e-simple equivalences away from Y20E are not 
equivalence relations in general.) The proof of Proposition 4.1 is rather long and 
occupies the next several pages. 
Proposition 4.1. Direct sum induces an Abelian group structure on Wh(X, Y, px, n, 
E). Further if [Cl = [C’] E Wh(X, Y, px, n, E), then C and C’ are n-stable 86e-sim- 
ple equivalent away from Y20s. 
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We need to show the existence of additive inverses. The next lemma shows that 
the suspension ZC of C (or the suspension of anything which looks the same as C 
over X - Y) gives the additive inverse of [Cl at least when dim C < IZ. 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose C = {C,, d,) (respectively C’ = (Ci, d:)) is a free E (respectively 
E’) chain complex of dimension m (respectively m’) on px. Let Y be a subspace of X 
and assume that 
(1) C has an E chain contraction r over X - Y’, 
(2) C,(X- Y) = Ci(X- Y) for all r, and 
(3) d,IX-Y’=diIX-Y’:C,(X-Y’)-+C,_,(X-Y) for&r. 
Let y = max{e, E’}, and n = max(m + 1, m’). Then there is a (6~ + y&simple isomor- 
phism from C’ $ ZC to the direct sum of an n-dimensional free 4~ + y chain complex 
on pyl~.+zv and an n-dimensional trivial chain complex on px. In particular, C’ $ ZC 
is n-stable (6~ + y)-simple equivalent to 0 away from Y”‘+*Y. 
A 
Proof. Define E morphisms d, : Ci --) C,_ r and fr:C,-+C;+, by: 
& = 
1 
d, over X- Y’, 
0 over Y’, 
Pr = 
i 
r, over X- Y’, 
0 over Y’. 
Consider the following 2e-simple isomorphism and its inverse: 
: (c’~cc),=c:~c,_,~c:~c,_,, 
f;l= [; (-,;“‘ii,_;rj y][y y] 
= ( -)r(l -IV) 
( 
( -)“‘P 
d^ 1 I 
: c:~c,_,~(c’~~c),=c:~c,_,, 
and define a new chain complex t? = {cr;, d,) by 
Fr=C;@Cr_,, 
d,=f,_.,(d:~d,_,)f,-‘= I -d’+ (d’l’+fd)d d’l+ + I’d dd’+dd-d(d’f+fd)d I d-a@‘f+l+d) ’ 
Then d,~?~+, w 8E+2y 07 and d,f* *6c+y fr-,(d: @d,_,). Since d’f + fd w2c 1 over 
X-Y*’ 3 we have 
d, -4c “0 ; 
i 1 
over X- Y3E. 
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Modify Jr over X - Y3’ by a 3~ + y homotopy to get a 4~ + y chain complex 
C = (c,, a,}: 
0 1 J= 1( 0 0  over X - Y3r, 
r 
J, over Y3r. 
f = {f,) can be thought of as a (6~ + y)-simple isomorphism from C’ $ ZC to C. C 
is a direct sum of its restrictions 
C(Y llc+%)={C,( yllc+2Y),d,IyI1C+2Y}, 
~(X_yllf+2Y)={C,(X_yI1'+2Y),d,IX_yllc+2Y). 
CCX - Y1’c+2y IS a trivial complex, and C(Y’1c+2y) is a free 4~ + y chain 
complex on ~,l,~lz,. 0 
To get an n-dimensional inverse when n > 1, we use the following folding 
argument. A dual argument (folding up from the bottom dimension) was used in 
Yamasaki [26]. 
Lemma 4.3. Let Y be a subspace of X and C be an n-dimensional free E chain 
complex (n > 1) on px with a strong l chain contraction r over X - Y. Then C is 
n-stable 16e-simple equivalent away from Y “’ to the (n - l)-dimensional free E 
chain complex : 
d 0 
{c, d]: ... +O+C”_, ~C,_,@C,=C,_,& . . . &C,_,O 
which has a strong E chain contraction over X - Y. 
Proof. Let i, j (respectively r, q) be inclusion maps (respectively projections) of 
C,,(Y ), C,( X - Y) into C, (respectively C, to C,(Y), C,,CX - Y)). By assumption, 
we have a homotopy: fdj *2a j: C,,< X - Y > --, C,,. Consider the following 3~ chain 
complex C’: 
... +O+C,(Y) AC”_, - C,_,@C,(X-Y) =+Cn_3 
d - . . . Lc,--,o 
where A = d,i - d, jqrd,$. 
Then the following diagram gives an n-stable 4~ equivalence between C and C’: 
d 
o-c -c,_, 
d d 
n ~Crz-2 Pcn_3-+ ..* 
1 
C,(X~Y) .J+ C”(XT Y) 
f” 
f,-1 
1 
f,-2 
1 
O-C,(Y) -c,_, -C,_,a3C,(X-Y) -Cn_3j ... 
C,(‘EY) y,cx”- Y) 
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where 
:C,=C,(Y)@C,(X-Y) +C,(Y) @C,(X-Y), 
C,_,@C,(X-Y) +C,_,@C,(X-Y). 
Note the following: 
(1) C has a strong E chain contraction P over X - Y defined by: 
r?,_, = (r,_,d), fn-,= ‘s-’ , 
i 1 
fr=rr (r<n-3), 
(2) C,(X - Y) = Ci(X - Y) for all r, 
(3) d:IX-Y’=diIX-Y’:C,(X-Y’)-+C,(X-Y)for all r. 
By Lemma 4.2, C’ @ ZC is n-stable 9kmple equivalent o 0 away from Y 17’. Also 
note that C @ ZC is n-stable 7e-simple equivalent to 0 away from Y13E, again by 
Lemma 4.2. Therefore C and C are n-stable 16e-simple equivalent away from 
y17c: 
Corollary 4.4. Let n > 1. Then [ZCI is the additive inverse of [C] in 
Wh(X, Y, px, n, E). In fact there is an n-stable 23e-simple equivalence away from 
Y 17’ between C $ ZC and 0. 
The existence of inverses when n = 1 is a special case <C; = C,, Cb = C,, d’ = r, 
E = E’ = y) of the next lemma. 
Lemma 4.2’. Let C: 0 + C, 5 C, * 0 be a l-dimensional free l chain complex and 
C’: 0 + C; 5 Cb + 0 be a l-dimensional free E’ chain complex. Assume 
(1) C has an l chain contraction r over X - YE> 
(2) c;cx- Y) = C,(X- Y), cgx- Y) = C,(X- Y), 
(3) d’ I X - Y’ -E rIX-Y’:C;(X-Y’)+Cb(X-Y), 
and let y = max{E, ~‘1. Then the direct sum C @ C’ is (5~ + y)-simple isomorphic to 
the direct sum of a l-dimensional free 3~ + y chain complex on p,,~~+~ and a 
l-dimensional trivial chain complex on px. In particular C EB C’ is l-stable (5~ + y>- 
simple equivalent to 0 away from Y 5E + y. 
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Proof. Define E morphisms 2: CL -+ Co, f : C; --) C,, r? : C, + C;, by d, I”, I’ over 
X - Y’ and by 0, 0, 0 over Y’. Define a l-dimensional free 3~ + y chain complex 
E by: 
E,=C;@C,, E,=C,@C&, 
dl= - cffdi; + c&d’ d - @d 
d, = fdf-d fd 
over Yz5, 
over X- IT’“. 
Define an e-simple isomorphism fl : C, @ C; + E, and a 2e-simple isomorphism 
fo:Co~C~+Eo by 
A direct calculation shows that d, w3s+v f&d @ d’>f;‘, and one can check that 
f = {f,} : C @ C’ + E is a (SE + y j-simple isomorphism. E is a direct sum of the free 
3~. + y chain complex E(YSfty) on p ++? and the trivial chain complex E(X- 
Yss+7). III 
This completes the proof of the existence of additive inverses. Next, suppose 
that [C] = [C’] E Wh(X, Y, px, n, E). One can argue as in the previous section 
using Chapman’s trick to show that C and C’ are n-stable 86e-simple equivalent 
away from Y *Or. By definition there are elements [Cc”] E Wh(X, Y, px, n, E) such 
that 
c = ~(01 ,n,y2ck c(1) ,_;~;20’ . . . uh~20’ c(m) = c’, 
406 
By Corollary 4.4 and Lemma 4.2’, there are elements [II(‘)] E WMX, Y, px, n, E) 
such that 
C(i) @D(i) _ ?&;I’* 0 for i=O, l,..., m. 
Then 
c N;j;“S c@(c(0)@D(O~)@ ..‘ @(C (m-l)~#m-l)) 8 (c(m)f~+#m)) 
_ayXfr c 8 (c@t $ r>(o)) * . . . $ (c(m) e L)@- 1)) * (c(m) e D(m)) 
= (C @ pt> &r (C’” gr D(O) @ f * * @I (c(m) @I DC”)) @ (y(m) 
_fZ,Y*oc 
406 C’. 
Therefore C +,T”’ C’. This ends the proof of Proposition 4.1. 
The next proposition gives a sufficient condition for two chain complexes to 
represent the same class in the relative controlfed Whitehead group. 
Proposition 4.5. Suppose [C, d] and [C’, d’] are elements of Wh(X, Y, px, n, E). 
IfC,(X- Y) = Ci(X- Y) and d, I X- Y” = d: I X- Y' foreveryr, then [Cl = [C’]. 
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Proof. We first consider the case n > 1. Let r be a strong E chain contraction over 
X - Y of C. Define r’ : CL + C:, i (r E Z> by 
r,= r 
i 
overX-Y’, 
0 over Y’. 
Then r’ is a strong E chain contraction over X - Y 2t of C’. Let C and C’ be the 
(n - l)-dimensional chain complexes obtained by applying Lemma 4.3 to C, r and 
C’, r’ respectively. Then 
C _;&‘F C, C’ _;;;‘9, Cl, 
and by Lemma 4.2 we have 
e $ ze $;y13r 0, CT @XC N(j;Y’3r 0. 
Composing the equivalences: 
C N;iz”6 C @ ,zC @ Cr -;($“’ C’, 
we get an n-stable 32e-simple equivalence away from Y19’ between C and C’. 
The case n = 1 is similar; use the additive inverse of C (Lemma 4.2’) instead of 
_0? above. q 
Suppose px : h4 + X and pxf : M’ -+X’ are control maps and Y, Y’ are sub- 
spaces of X and X’. If a map @ = (cp, (p) : px +pxl satisfies e(Y) c Y’ and the 
conditions C(S, E, 11, C(6, E, 21, C(6, E, 201, C(6, E, 40), then it induces a homo- 
morphism @* : WMX, Y, px, 6) + Wh(X’, Y’, pxt, E). The equality (@ 0 !P) * = 
@.+ 0 ?P* holds. 
As in the case of k,, an inclusion map i : (A, B) + (X, Y) induces a homomor- 
phism 
i, :Wh(A, B, pA, n, E> *Wh(X, Y, PX, n, ~1. 
And more generally, if 6 d E, there is a stabilization map 
Wh(A, B, PA, n, 6) +Wh(X, Y, px, n, ~1. 
The groups Wh(X, Y, px, n, E) and Wh(X, Y, px, E) are only stably isomor- 
phic. If m < n, there is a canonical homomorphism 
z:Wh(X, Y, px, m, E) +Wh(X, Y, px, n, 6) 
that sends [C] to [Cl. Fix an integer n > 1. 
Proposition 4.6. The map i : Wh(X, Y, px, E) + Wh(X, Y, px, n, E) is onto: if C is 
an n-dimensional free E chain complex with a strong E chain contraction r over 
X - Y, then the l-dimensional free E chain complex 
Ci- 1 Codd =C,gjC,@ f.. d+r - c,,, = c, CT3 c, f3 . . * 
with the strong E chain contraction d + r : C,,, -+ Codd over X - Y represents the 
same element as C in Wh(X, Y, px, n, E). 
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Proof. Lemma 4.3 says that any element r(C) E Wh(X, Y, px, n, E) comes from an 
element r(C) E WMX, Y, lpx, n - 1, E), So we can repeatedly use Lemma 4.3 to 
show the surjectivity. 0 
Proposition 4.7. This correspondence [Cl H [C,l defwles a well-defined homomor- 
phism 
7: Wh(X, Y, px, n, E) + Wh(X, Y(90”+250)‘, px, (9On + 250)~). 
Proof. We first show that the class [Cr] is independent of the choice of r. If r’ is 
another strong E chain contraction over X- Y of C, there is a homotopy: 
(l+r’T)(d+r)-,,(d+~‘)(l+~‘T):C,,*C,,, overX-Y”, 
Here the two mo~hisms 1 -t f’T : C,, + C,,, and 1 + r’r : C,,,, -+ C,,,, are 
ne-simple isomorphisms; in fact, they can be written as products: 
(l+T’TIc,)(l+r’TIc,)~~~, 
(l+r’Tlc,)(l +r’rIc,)**. 
respectively. Furthermore we have L?E homotopies 
(1 I-T’f)(l +rq-’ Nne 1 (1 +rq-‘(1 +f’T) Nne 1. 
(To see this, use the identity 
(1 +T’T))‘= 1 --r’r+ (rlr)“- +*. +( -l)qrqk, 
where k = [n/Z].> Define an fn + 3)~ mo~hism A : C,, + C,,,, by 
A = (1 +T’T)(d +r)(l +r’T)-‘. 
Then A, viewed as a l-dimensional chain complex, represents an element of 
Wh(X, Yn6, px, (n + 3)~); an (n + 3)~ chain contraction over X - Y”” is given by 
h = (1 +F’F)(d +T)(f +r’T)-“. 
The identity above implies that C, and A are ne-simple isomorphic; therefore, 
[C,] = [A] E Wh(X, Y(n+l)E, px, (n + 3)e). Next we compare A and Cr,. It turns 
out that 
A -(n+3)c d + r’ over X - Y(“‘ik. 
Modify A by a homotopy over X - Y @+lk to get A’ representing the same class as 
A and satisfying the strict identity 
A’=d+I” overX-Y(“+‘)‘. 
By Proposition 4.5, A’ and C,, represent the same cIass in Wh(X, Yne, px, (n + 
3)~). Therefore, Cr and Cr, represent he same class in WhCX, Yne, px, (n + 3)~). 
Next, suppose we are given two elements [Cl, IC’] E WhfX, Y, px, n, E) and 
assume that there is a 40e-simple isomorphism f : c = C CB D + c^ = C’ Bf D’, where 
D and D’ are n-dimensional free 40.~ chain complexes on Y2”. If r (respectively 
r’) is a strong E chain contraction of C (respectively C’) over X- Y, then 
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F = r 8 0 (respectively f = I-’ @ 0) is a strong E chain contraction over X - Y *Oe of 
the free 40~ chain complex c (respectively C>, and f’ =frf-’ is a strong 816 
chain contraction over X - Yhoc * of C. And f induces a 121e-simple isomorphism 
between the l-dimensional chain complexes Cp, and c,=. C,. and cr (respectively 
C,+ and C,) represent the same element in Wh(X, Y*“, px, 406). Finally Cf and 
C,:,, represent the same element in Wh(X, (Y60F)8’n’, px, 81(n + 3k), by the 
argument in the preceding paragraph. Therefore [C,.] = [Cb,] in Wh(X, Y@‘n+ho)r, 
px, (81n + 243)~). 
Adding a trivial complex to C corresponds to adding a trivial complex to C,, so 
it does not change the class of C,.. Thus T is well defined. It is obviously a 
homomorphism. 0 
The homomorphisms L, T are stable inverses as in the previous section, and we 
have similar commutative diagrams. 
If f : C + D is an E chain equivalence between n-dimensional free E chain 
complexes on px, then ‘5?‘(f) is strongly 9~ contractible. We define the torsion 
I of f by 
7(f) = [g(f)] l Wh(X, px, n + 139~). 
(When n = 0, i.e., f is an E isomorphism, f is identified with g(f), and its torsion 
7(f) is defined in Wh(X, px, E).) 
Proposition 4.8. If f : C -+ D and g : D + E are l chain equivalences between 
n-dimensional free E chain complexes on px, then 
T(gf)=T(g)+7(f)EWh(X,px,n+1,18e). 
When n = 0, the equality holds in Wh(X, px, 2~). 
Proof. Define a trivial chain complex (T, dT} by 
Then a k-simple isomorphism k?(f) CEI %‘(g I+ Hgf ) Q T is given by: 
[; ; ; (_;.,)i,,., i i ;)[; i i ;)I; i i ($‘i: 
D,@C, ,@E,@D,_, -+D,@Cr_,'3E,bD,_,. 
where f- ’ is an E chain homotopy inverse of f and k is an E chain homotopy flff-’ 
=* I. (Cf. Ranicki [20,4.2i)].) 0 
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5. Relative K-theory 
The homology groups H,(X, Y> of a pair of spaces (X, YGX) are such that 
there is defined an exact sequence 
... *H,(Y) -H,(X) +23,(X, Y) -G&_,(Y) + ..‘. 
Analogously, for any group homomorphism p -+ 7r, there is an exact sequence 
The relative group Wh(rr, p> is a quotient of the ~rothendieck group of triples 
(C, L3, f) with C f t f. a ini e g. projective Z[ p&module chain complex, D a finite 
based f.g. free Z[a J-module chain complex, and f : Z[T] @rIP, C 2: D a chain 
equivalence. We shall now use the algebraic theory of chain homotopy domina- 
tions of Ranicki [19] to obtain a “stable-exact” sequence of the type 
Wh(Y) -+ Wh(X) + Wh(X, Y) +8,(Y) -&c(X) 
relating controlled finiteness obstruction and torsion groups, using the reIative 
groups Wh(X, Y, px, n, E) of Section 4. 
Remark. If we replace px : M --+ X, Y c X, and “finitely generated (f.g.)” below by 
qx = px X 1, : M X N + X X N, X X N’ C X X N, and “M-locally finite”, respec- 
tively, then we obtain an analogous result for WhM and i’,“. 
Definition. An E domination (D, f, g, h) of a free chain complex C on px is a 
free chain complex D on px together with E chain maps f : C -+ D, g : D -+ C, 
and an E chain homotopy h : gf = E1 : C --f C. C is said to be E dominated by D. 
~positio~ 5.1. Let C be a free chain complex on px and iet Y be a s~sp~~e of X. 
If (C, 1) ti 6 chain equivalent to a ~rojectiue chain corn&x (D, r) on py, then C is 
6 dominated by the free chain complex D obtained from (D, r> by forgetting the 
projection r. Conversely, if C is 6 dominated by an n-dimensional (f.g.) free 6 chain 
complex on py, then (C, 1) i.~ (2n + 518 chain equivalent to an n-dimensional (f.g.1 
(n + 418 projective chain complex on pycn+w. 
Proof. Let f : (C, 1) + (D, r), g : (D, r) -+ (C, 1) be inverse 6 chain equivalences 
with 6 chain homotopies 
h: gf= 1: (C, 1) + (C, l), k:fg=l:(D,r)+(D,r). 
Then (D, f, g, h) is the desired 6 dom~ation. 
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Next, suppose (D, fr g, h) is a 6 domination of C, where L) is an n-dimen- 
sional free S chain complex on pr, Define an infinite (n + 216 chain compIex 
{C’, d’) on prcn++s by 
c; = zI,en,o . . . @Q, 
’ fs -d 0 0 . . . 0 0 
--fig I-” fg d 0 . . . 0 01 
fhzg fkg fg -d ... 0 0 
-P3g - F2g -fig I-fg ... 0 0 : 
. . 
,_fi2i-lg _fh2i-2g _fiZi-3g _fi:i-4g .I: ' ' 
1-l-s d 
c& = ~,e~,a . f . 8Dzi + C;+ I = D,eD,e ’ . ‘ bDzi_ I, 
I I-fs d 0 0 . I . 0 o\ 
fit? J-g -d 0 . . * 0 0 
- ws -f&T l- fg d . . 5 0 0 
d’ = F3e F2g A% fg ..‘ 0 0: 
. . . 
\ - pg _ps’-‘g _$“zg _f+-3g ..: . . 1-B d) 
%+I = D,$D,@ . . . t?3Dzi+1 -+ C& = D”@D,cIt I.. cBL&. 
By a direct calculation, one can check that df2 wfn+4j6 0. Here the following 
formulae may be usefuf: 
,$=gf_ ~zk-~g~ + ~~k-~g~~ _ . . . +mgfi= 
-c2k+2jS h2k - dhzk+’ - hzk+ld, 
h2k+l~_h2kg~+h’kk-lg~2_ 1.. -gfi2k+l 
*(2k+3)6 dh 2k+2 +hZk+Zd_ 
These can be obtained by the substitution gf wz6 I -dh - hd. The 13 chain map 
f’ : C --, c’ and the (n + 1)s chain map g’ : C’ --+ C defined by 
g’= (h”gh’--‘g . . . hgg):Ci’=D,@ *.I @L+--+C; (dgr~cn+2j5 g’d’) 
are inverse (n -I- 116 chain equivalences, as there are defined chain homotopies 
h:g’f’=gf=l:C-+C (dh+hd-,,I-g’f’), 
k’: f's'= l:c’+C’ (d’k’ + k’d’ *cn+ZjS 1 -f’s’) 
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‘1 0 \ 
0 1 . . 
k’= *.. **. *.. : 
1 0 
0 1 
\ O/ 
C[=D,cBD,@ *** @Di+c[+1=D,cBD,a3 ... @Di+l. 
Let E be the n-skeleton of C’: 
E: . . . +O-+C:, -AC;/ ... +c;4’-c;, 
and define q = {qi : Ei -+ Ei) by 
qi=l:Ei=Ci’+Ei=C; (O<i<n-l), 
p:E,=C;+E,=C:, if n is even, 
1-p:E,,=C~+E,,=C~ ifnisodd, 
where 
P= 
fg -d 0 . . . 
-fhs 1 -fg d . . . 
fh2g fhg f!? -.. . . . . 
\ 
I 
In other words, q,=l-d:,+,:C~+,=C~+C~. Since di =p (respectively di = 1 
-p> if i is even (respectively odd) and i > n, the (n + 4)6 homotopy dr2 wcn+4jS 0 
implies the (n + 4)6 homotopy p2 wcn+4jS p. Therefore q is an (n + 4)6 projection. 
Furthermore dnq, wcn+4jS d;, because 
O- (n+4)6 G$+, = d;(l - qn) = d:, - d;q,. 
Thus (E, q) is an n-dimensional (n + 4)6 projective chain complex on pycn+w. The 
chain maps Z : (C’, 1) + (E, q>, J : (E, q) + (C’, 1) defined by 
Z= 
( 
1: C; + Ei = C; ifO<i<n-1, 
q,:C[-+E,=Ci if i=n, 
O:C;+Ei=O if i>n, 
J = 
i 
1: Ei = C; -+ C; ifO<i,<n-1, 
q, : Ei = C; --f Cl if i=n, 
O:Ei=O+C; if i>n 
are inverse (n + 418 chain equivalences. In fact 
ZJyn+2)c5 q:(E, q) + (E, q), 
K: JZ= l:(C’, 1) + (C’, 1) (d’K+Kd’-,,+,,, 1 -JZ) 
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where 
r o:c;+c~+l ifO<iGn--1, K= 1:c;=cI, -tc;+r=cl, if ian. 
Therefore (C, 1) and (E, 9) are (2n + 5)6 chain equivalent. 0 
Remark. This is a controlled version of Proposition 3.1 of Ranicki [19]. The first 
author would like to thank Erik Pedersen for correcting the error of sign in the 
formulae for d’ and p in [191. 
Proposition 5.2. If a free chain complex (C, 1) on px is E dominated by a free chain 
complex on py for some Y cX, then C is E contractible over X - Y’. Conversely, if C 
is an n-dimensional (f .g.> f ree E chain complex on px which is E contractible over 
X - Y, then C is 3~ dominated by an n-dimensional ( f .g.) free E chain complex on 
py<n+z*. 
Proof. Let (D, f, g, h) be an E domination of C. Since the radius of f is E, f 
restricts to 0 on X - Y’. Therefore h is an E chain contraction of C over X - Y’. 
Next let r be an E chain contraction of C over X - Y. For each integer r, 
define a geometric module D, by 
Q = C,( Y(n-r+2)c)f 
The restriction of the boundary morphism d, : C, --f C,_, to Y(n-r+2)c can be 
viewed as a morphism d, : D, -+ D,_ 1, because d, has radius E. And obviously 
d,d,+, -2e O:Dr+, +Dr-1. Therefore ID,., d,) is a “subcomplex” of C; i.e., the 
inclusion map i : D + C is an E chain map. By assumption 1 - dT - I’d : C, + C, is 
2~ homotopic to a morphism F, : C, + C, which is 0 over X - Y. F, has radius 26, 
so it defines a morphism f, : C, -+ D, such that F = if. f = If,) is a 3.5 chain map, 
because 
i(df-fd) =dF-Fd-,, d(1 -dT-Td) - (1 -dT-Td)d 
w3E -ddT + Tdd wjt 0. 
Since we have a 2~ homotopy dT + Td w2E 1 - if, (D, f, i, r> is a 3~ domination 
of c. 0 
Let n > 0. The inclusion maps i : Y + X and j: (X, @) + (X, Y) induce stabi- 
lization maps: 
Wh(Y, py, n, e) LWh(X, px, n, &) LWh(X, Y, px, n, E), 
&(Y, pry n, l ) L&(X, px, n, &). 
We construct a connecting homomorphism 
a:Wh(X, Y, px, n, l ) -&(W, pw, n, l ‘)
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for any subspace W of X containing YKnE and any number E’ greater than or equal 
to r(,~, where E;, = 12~ + 70: if C is an a-dimensional f-g. free E chain complex 
on px which is strongly E contractible over X - Y, then 
q[c]> = [E, 41 ~&OK Pw, It9 E’), 
where (E, q) is any n-dimensional (3~ + 12)~ projective chain complex on pr.++14k 
that is (68 + 15)~ chain equivalent to (C, 1). Such a projective chain complex 
(E, q) exists, because C is 3~ dominated by an n-dimensional f.g. free E chain 
complex D on py(n+~k by the proposition above, and then by Proposition 5.1, 
(C, 1) is (6n + 15)~ chain equivalent o an n-dimensional f.g. (3n + 12)~ projective 
chain complex (E, q) on py~4n+~4k. 
We show that a is well defined. Suppose C’ is another n-dimensional Eg. free E 
chain complex on px representing the same element as C in Wh(X, Y, px, n, E) 
and suppose (c’, 1) is (6n f 15)~ chain equivalent to an ~-dimensional f.g. (3n + 
12)~ projective chain complex (E’, q’) on py(4n+~4~. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume that there is a 4ksimple isomorphism 
C@D@T=4040E,C ’ CB D’ @I T’ 
where D, D’ are ~-dimensional f.g. free 40~ chain complexes on pyzof and T, T’ 
are n-dimensional f.g. free trivial chain complexes on px. In particular, (C, 1) @ 
(D, 1) and (C’, 1) @ (D’, 1) are 406 chain equivalent. Therefore (E, q) B, (D, 1) 
and (E’, q’) d (D’, 1) are (12n + 70)~ chain equivalent. Therefore (E, q) and 
(E’, q’) represent the same element in I?,(W, pw, n, E’). 
Remark, a[C] depends only on the behaviour of C near Y. More precisely, let -- 
(C, d), (C, d) be n-dimensional free E chain complexes on px with strong E chain 
contractions r, r over X - Y respectively, and suppose 
(1) C,(Y’* n+5k)=C_I(yC2n+5k), 
(2) d,1yon+4k =d,ly(2n+4k, 
(3) r, 1 yP+4k =r* 1 yP+4k 
for all r. Then the construction above yields the same (E, q) for C and c. 
Furthe~ore, note that c need not be E contractible all over X - Y for (E, 4) to 
be defined. Thus, in order to compute a([Cl), we may replace C by another 
~-dimensional free E complex c which satisfies (1) and (2) above and use an E 
chain contraction F over Y(2n+4)E - Y which satisfies (3) above. 
Now, for WI YKnE and E’ 2 K,,E, we have a sequence 
Wh(Y, PY, n, 6) 2 Wh(X, px, n, E) fr Wh( X, Y, pxt n, G) 
---%QW, Pw, fl, E’) i*-d,(X, Px, n, E’), 
where K, = 12n + 70. It is easy to verify that the compositions i* i * , $j*, and i * a 
are 0. 
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Theorem 5.3. Fix an integer n B 1. There exists a constant L, (3 1) which dependy 
only on n such that the following hold: 
(1) Suppose Y3YLnC and E > L,e. Then the stabilization map Wh( X, px, n, E) 
--, Wh(X, px. n, E) maps the kernel of 
j* : Wh( X, px, n, E) + Wh( X, Y, px, n, 6) 
into the image of 
i, : Wh(Y, pv, n, ?) + Wh(X, px, n, C). 
(2) Suppose Z 3 WI.,” and 6 > L,e’. Then the stabilization map 
Wh( X, Y, px, n, E) + Wh(X, Z, px, n, 6) maps the kernel of 
a: Wh( X, Y, px, n, E) -K,(W, pw, n, E’) 
into the image of 
j* :Wh( X, px7 n, 6) + Wh( X, Z, px, n, 8). 
(3) Suppose Z 3 W Lnc’ and 6 & L,,E’, and also assume V 3ZKn”, 6’ > K,6 so that 
a:Wh( X, Z, px, n, 6) + K,( V, pv. n, 6’) 
is defined. Then the stabilization map K&W, pw, n, E’) + k&V, pv, n, 6’) maps 
the kernel of 
i, :&(W, pw, n, 6’) + k,( X, px, n, E’) 
into the image of a. 
We shall use the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.4. LA! C and D be free 6 chain complexes. 
(1) If two chain maps f,f’ :C 4 D are 6 chain homotopic, then there is a 
26-simple isomorphism between ‘8( f > and E’( f ‘). 
(2) There is a 2S-simple isomorphism from 531, : C --f Cl to a free tricial chain 
complex. 
Proof. (1) Let h : f = f’ be a 6 chain homotopy. A desired 26-simple isomorphism 
is given by 
(A ‘-,I’“) :‘Z’(f),=D,@C,_, -E’(f’)r=D,@C,-,. 
(2) Define a free trivial chain complex T = {T,,d,j by 
T,=C,@C,..,, 
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The required 2S-simple isomorphism from 8(1,) to T is given by 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. We show that L, = 27000(9n f 34) has the desired proper- 
ties. 
(1) Suppose [Cl E Wh(X, px, PI, E) is an element of the kernel of j,. By 
Proposition 4.1 there exists an 86e-simple isomorphism 
f:C@D@T+D’@T 
for some n-dimensional f-g. free 866 chain complexes D, D’ on przoC and some 
n-dimensional fg. free trivial complexes T, T’ on px. Let i : D + C gt D fB T and 
j: D’ -+ D’ B) T’ denote the inclusion maps, and 4 : D’ @ T’ + D’ denote the projec- 
tion map. The map i is the direct sum of the E chain equivalence 0 : 0 + C, the 866 
chain equivalence 1: D + D, and the 0 chain equivalence 0: 0 + T, and hence is 
an 866 chain equivalence. Similarly, q is an 866 chain equivalence. Therefore the 
composite g = sfi : D + D’ is a 3 * 86~ chain equivalence, and G?(g) is 9006 
contractible. g(g) 8 T’ is equal to %jg : D -+ D’ CB T’). Since T’ is 0 contractible, 
there is a 0 chain homotopy jq 2: 1, and it induces an 866 chain homotopy 
jg = (jq)~ -fi. By Lemma 5.4, %‘(jg> is 2 * 86e-simple isomorphic to %Y(fi). The 
86~ chain map defined by 
fetl:~(fi),=(C~D~T).8D,_,-+(1)‘63T’),8L),_,=B(i), 
is a 2 .86e+,imple isomorphism from %‘(fi) to SF(i), because its inverse is a 2 * 86.~ 
chain map. And SF(i) is equal to C 8 T B) E?‘(l,: D + 0). Finally @lo) is 2 * 86e- 
simple isomorphic to a trivial chain complex T”. By composing 
C@T$T”z 192c,P c@T=vD)=W) 
s 192e,); qfi) = 192c,P I’ = @W * T’Y 
we get a 600~-simple isomo~hism between C % T gt T” and C(g) @ T’. 8(g) 
represents an element of Whfy, pF, n + 1,270O~). (E(g) has a strong 27006 
chain contraction r, and the 54006 homotopy r2 N 0 takes place over F.1 BY 
Lemma 4.3, this element comes from some element [cl E Wh@, pp, n, 2700~). c
and C may not represent the same element in Wh(X, px, n, 270061, but they do 
represent the same element in Wh(X, px, n + 1, 27006): 
r([~])=z([C])~Wh(X,p~,n+1,2700~), 
and hence we have 
+])=Tz([C])EW~(X,~~, (90(ni-1)+250)-27006). 
Therefore 
[c] = zrz([c]) = trz( [Cl) = [C] E Wh(X, px, n, 27~0(9~ + 34)~). 
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(2) Suppose [C] E Wh(X, Y, px, n, E) is an element of the kernel of a. By 
definition, a[C] = [E, 91 E Z?‘,CW, pw, n, E’) where (E, s> is an n-dimensional f.g. 
(3n + 12)~ projective chain complex on py++l+ that is (6n + 15)~ chain equiva- 
lent to (C, 1). Since [E, 41= 0 in B,<W, pw, n, E’), (E, q) is 606’ chain equivalent 
to an n-dimensional f.g. free 30~’ chain complex (D, 1) on pw by Corollary 3.5. By 
composing these we obtain a 61~’ chain equivalence f : D + C. g:(f) is an 
(n + 1)-dimensional free 61~’ chain complex on px and is 1836’ contractible; 
hence it is strongly 5496’ contractible and determines an element of Wh(X, px, 
12 + 1,549~‘). By Proposition 4.5, %7(f) and C represent the same element in 
Wh(X, W, px, II + 1, 549~‘). By Lemma 4.3 there exists an element [cl E 
WMX, y,, n, 549~‘) which maps to [g(f)]. One can use the homomorphisms L 
and r as in (1) to show that c and C represent the same element in 
Wh(X, W 549(90n + 34O)d , px_, IZ, 549(90n + 340)~‘) and hence in Wh(X, 2, px, n, 6). 
(3) Suppose [E, 41 E K,W, pw, n, 4 is an element of the kernel of i * . (E, q) 
is 60~’ chain equivalent o an n-dimensional f.g. free 306’ chain complex (C, 1) on 
px. C is 60~’ contractible over X- W60E’, and hence strongly 1806’ contractible 
over X - W 240c’. Therefore C defines an element in Wh(X, Z, px, n, 6) and 
a[c] = [E, 41 eZO(v, pv, n, 6’). 0 
6. Excision and the Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
Throughout this section assume that X = X+U X_ is the union of two closed 
subspaces X, and X_ with intersection Y = X, n X_. The excision isomorphisms 
of ordinary homology 
H*(X+, Y) zHH,(X, X_) 
and the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence 
... *H,(Y) +H,(X+) @H,(X_) -+H,(X) -H,_,(Y) -+ ... 
have various algebraic K-theory analogues. In this section we first discuss the 
excision maps of controlled Whitehead groups, and then use them to introduce a 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence in controlled K-theory of the type 
Wh(Y) + Wh(X+) @ Wh(X_) * Wh(X) +ko(Y) +tio(X+) @io(X_). 
As in ordinary homology and the bounded K-theory exact sequences of Ranicki 
[22] the main ingredient is a chain level Mayer-Vietoris decomposition: a free E 
chain complex C on X can be expressed as a sum C = C + + C _ of complexes with 
C, defined on a neighbourhood of X, in X, and C, n C_ defined on a 
neighbourhood of Y in X. If C is contractible then C,, C_, C, 0 C_ are finitely 
dominated, but not in general contractible. 
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Remarks. (1) The assumption of X, and X_ being closed ensures that any path 
connecting a point in X_ and a point in X, passes through Y. More precisely, 
suppose y : (0, sl --+A’ is a path with y(0) EX_ and y(s) EX+, and suppose 
#JO, s]) c {y(O)}” for some 6. By the connectivity of the interval, there exists a 
t E [O, s] such that y(t) E Y, Since (y(O)}” c {y(t))2S, y([O, sl) is contained in Y26. 
This argument will be used in place of the relation X! = X_ U Y ‘, which is false in 
general. (This assumption is not essential. Without this, the argument in this 
section works if we replace sets of the form X,U Ifs by (X,U VI’, etc.) 
(2) If we replace p ,:M+X, X,, X_ byp,xl,:1MxN-+XxN, XxN,, 
X x N_, respectively, and use ~-focally finite chain complexes rather than finitely 
generated chain complexes, then we obtain an analogous result for WhM and &, 
which will be used in the next section. 
There is an inclusion induced homomorphism 
i, : Wh(X+, Y, px,, it, E) * Wh(X, X-, PX, ~1, ~1. 
We construct its stable inverse 
exe: Wh(X, X_, px, IZ, E) + Wh(X,, X+f? Y(ni300)r, px+, n, 90r). 
For a chain complex {C, d} representing an element of Wh(X, X_, px, tz, E), let 
{C,, d,} by any ~-dimensional f.g. free 90~ chain complex on px+ such that 
(1) (C+),(X+- Y(n+‘8*)e) = C&X,-- Ycn+180*), and 
(2) d+=do over X+- Y(n+270h. 
(Such a C, can be constructed by letting (C,), = C,(X+- Y?, for example.) If r 
is a strong E chain contraction of C over X - X_, then 
i 
r 
r,== 
over X,-- Y(n+270)f, 
0 over x, n Y(” + 27Dk 
is a strong 90~ chain contraction of C, over X+- Y@+300)e. Thus C, represents 
an element of Wh(X,, X+n Y(n+300*, px+, IZ, 90~). This element is independent 
of the choice of C, by Proposition 4.5. We claim that this correspondence 
[C] ~3 [C,] defines the desired well-defined homomorphism ext. It suffices to 
show that, given 40+simple isomorphic complexes C and C’, one can choose C, 
and C$ which are 3600~-simple isomorphic to each other. Let f : C -+ C’ be the 
40e-simple isomorphism and define C, by (C,), = C,(X+- Y(r+40)s). Consider 
the localization g =frx_” ~v,+Hv~~. As the subspaces X, are closed in X, g is 
geometric over X-U Y@+*‘)’ and g =f over X+- Y(n42W)E. Let c” be the chain 
complex obtained by replacing the boundary map of C’ with gdg-i, where d 
denotes the boundary map of C. et’ and c’ are the same (up to 81e homotopy of 
bounda~ maps) over X, - Y (n+250)f. The 120~- simple isomorphism g : C + c” (of 
radius 40~) restricts to a 4Oe-simple isomo~hism from C, onto a geometric 
module subcomplex C’+ of c”. Then C$X+- Y@+“)‘) = (C!+),(X,- Y@+*O)c), 
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and d,, = dclt -ale dc, over X+- Y(n+250)e. Therefore C, and C!+ have the 
desired properties (up to homotopy), and exe is well defined. 
The homomorphisms i, and exe are stable inverses; i.e., we have commutative 
diagrams: 
Wh( X,, Y, px+, n, e) 
i* 
,Wh(X, X-7 p,y> a, c) 
i /I 
Wh(X+,X+nYc”C3W)‘,px+,n,90~)~Wh(X,X_,~x,n,~) 
Wh(X+, X, n Y(“+300)r, px,, n, 90~) z Wh(X, X-, px, n, l ) 
II I 
WMX,, X, n Y(“+300k, px+, n, 90~) - Wh(X, X?+3w)c, px, n, 90~) 
i, 
where the vertical arrows are the stabilization maps. 
NOW let K, = 90K, + n + 300 = 1081n + 6600, and let W be any closed subset 
of X containing Y’a’ and E’ be any number greater than or equal to K,E. We 
define a homomorphism a+ : Wh(X, px, n, E) +K&W, PW, n, l ‘) by the compo- 
sition: 
Wh(X, PX, n, l > 
-+ Wh(X, X_, px, n, E) 5 Wh(X+, X+n Y(n+3”“)t, PX,, nz, 904 
:Ko(X+n w, px+nw7 n, c’) +&(W, Pw, II, 6’). 
(Note that W 3) (Y(n+300k)Kn’90E and E’ > K, .9Oe.) Similarly, define a homomor- 
phism a_ : Wh(X, px, n, e) + ~,<W, pw, II, E’) by exchanging the roles of X, 
and X_. 
Proposition 6.1. a+ + a_ = 0. 
Proof. a + + a _ factors as follows: 
Wh(X, PX, n, E) --) Wh(X, px, II, 90~) --$ Wh(X, Y(n+300)c, px, n, 90~) 
>Ko( w, Pw, 12, q 
and the composition of the last two maps is 0. q 
Let us summarize the situation: X = X_ U X,, Y = X_ n X,, W 1 YKn’, E’ > K,E. 
Given these data, we have the Mayer-Vietoris sequence: 
Wh(Y, pyt n, l > 
-L 
(. 1 
2 Wh( X-9 px-7 II, 6) @Wh(X+, PX,, n, l ) 
(j_ i,) 
F Wh( X, PX, n, c> Uio( w, pw, n, E’) 
--&(x-u WY PX_“W, n, E’) @io(X+U w, PX+“W, n, E’) 
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where the i * and j, are the stabilization maps induced by the inclusion maps. 
The compositions (j_ j,) (&y-I, a+(j_ j,) are obviously 0, and (ci-)a, is also 0 by 
Proposition 6.1. This sequence is stably exact in the following sense. (The p wilI 
denote appropriate restrictions of px.) 
Theorem 6.2. Fix an integer n & 1. There exists a constant Mn (a 1) which depends 
only on n such that the following hold: 
(1) Suppose r 1 Y MnE and E a-M,+ Then the stab~l~ation map WMX_, p, n, E) 
B, Wh(X+, p, FZ, E) + WMX_ u Y, p, n, Z) CB WhfX_u F, p, n, S> maps the ker- 
nel of 
(j- j+):Wh(X_, P, n, l ) @ Wh(X+, P, n, E) --+ Wh(X, px, ~1, e) 
into the image of 
i I 
_:- :Wh(F, p, n, Z) -Wh(X_UY,p, IZ, Z)@Wh(X+U~, p, n,E). 
(2) Suppose Z 3 W”n”’ and 6 &M&. Then the stabil~ation map Wh(X, px, n, 
E) -+ WMX, px, n, 8) maps the kernel of 
a, :Wh(X, px, n, e> -+&,(W, pw, 8, ~‘1 
into the image of 
(j- j+):Wh(X_uZ, p, n, 6) @ Wb(X+uZ, P, II, 6) 
+ Wh(X, ax, n, 8). 
(3) Suppose S 3 M&, and atso assume that VI W@, S’ >, K,S so that the map 
a+ : Wh(X, px, n, 6) +f&(V, pv, n, 6’) 
associated with the two subsets X *U W b defined. Then the stabilization map 
&(W, pw, IZ, E’) -+ d,(V, py, IE, 8’) maps the kernel of 
: &( W, pw, n, ~‘1 +ko( X-U W, p, n, e-‘) @I?,( X+U W, p, n, E’) 
into the image of a,. 
Proof. We show that M, = max{1200, L, + Li, 46(L, iK,L,J has the desired 
properties, where rC, and L, are as in the previous section. 
(1) Let ([Cl, [C+]> E Wh(X_, p, n, E) (8 Wh(X+, p, n, E) be an element of 
the kernel of (j_ j,). By Proposition 4.1, there is an &lie-simple isomorphism 
f : C_$ C,@ T’ + T for some trivial complexes T, T’. Replacing C_ and C, by 
C-63 T’(X_) and C,EB T’(X-X-1 respectively, we may assume that f is an 
86e-simple isomo~hism between C-f3 C, and T. Let f’ denote the localization 
of f away from X_ U Y *‘@jr, then f’ is geometric over X-U Yg6’ and f’ = f over 
X - Y3’86E. Replace the boundary map of T by f’(dc_@ d, )(f’)-‘. This pro- 
d&es a 200~ chain complex E whose boundary map is 172~ homotopic to d, over 
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X - Y400e. Therefore f’ defines a 259E-simple isomorphism from C_@ C, to the 
di:ect sum of a 200~ chain complex on X_ U Y 8ooc and a trivial complex. Since f’ 
is geometric over X_ U Y86E and has radius 866, we can discard the paths in f’ 
starting from the basis elements of C_ to obtain a 259e-simple isomorphism 
g:C++D+@ T”, where D, is a 200~ chain complex on pyswf and T” is the 
trivial complex T(X+- Y @‘“‘). D, is strongly 12006 contractible and defines the 
same element as C, in Wh(X+U Y800E, p, n, 1200~). 
The 345E-simple isomorphism f(lc_~g-‘):C_~D+~TN~C_~C+~T is 
homotopic to the identity on T”, so we can discard this portion to obtain a 
34%simple isomorphism form C_ @ D, to the trivial complex T(X_U Y 6ooE). 
Therefore -[D+] = [C-l in Wh(X_U Ysooe, p, n2, 1200~). Thus ([C-l, [C+l) E 
Wh(X_u Y, p, IZ, E) @ Wh(X+U y, p, n, E) is the image of LO+1 E Wh@, p, II, 
E) by (,;‘-I. 
(2) Suppose [Cl E Wh(X, px, IZ, E) is an element of the kernel of a,. Let C, 
be as in the definition of the excision map. Then [C,] in the second row of the 
following diagram is in the kernel of a: 
[C+]EWh(X+,X+nYc”+300’“,p,n,90E) _E,~o(X+nW,p,n,~‘)3a[C+] 
1 
[C+]e Wh(X+ u W, Y(n+300)c, p, n, 90~) 2 
I 
d,(w,p,n,~‘)3a+[c]=o 
where the vertical maps are induced by inclusion maps. By Theorem 5.3(2), there 
exists an element [C,] E Wh(X+U W, p, n, y) such that [C+l = [C,] in Wh(X+U 
W, (X+U W) n WY, p, n, y) and hence also in Wh(X, WY, p, rz, y), where y = 
L,E’. As a_= -a+, there exists an element [C-l E Wh(X_u W, p, II, y> such that 
[C_] = [C-l in Wh(X_U W,(X_U W> n WY, p, n, y), where {C_, d-1 is an n-di- 
mensional free 90~ chain complex on px_ such that (C-),(X_- Y(n+180)r) =
C (X_- Y(n+180)e), and d_= d, over X_- Y(n+270)r. By Proposition 4.5, [Cl = 
[d_] + [C,] in Wh(X, WY, p, IZ, y). Therefore [Cl = [?_I + [C,] in 
Wh(X, WY, p, II, y). Apply Theorem 5.3(l) to [Cl - [C_] - [?+I E 
Wh(X, p, n, y) to obtain an element [DIE Wh(Wy+Lny, p, n, L,y) which maps 
via i, to [Cl - [C-l - [C,] E Wh(X, p, rz, L,y). As Z I WyfLny and 6 z L,y, 
([?_I + [Dl, [(?+I> defines an element of Wh(X_UZ, p, II, S> CB Wh(X+U 
Z, p, n, 6), and (j_ j,) maps this element to [Cl E Wh(X, p, 12, 6). 
(3) Suppose [E, sl EkOW, pw, IZ, E’) is an element of the kernel of (,;‘-). By 
Theorem 5.3(3), there exist elements 
[c,] E Wh(X+U W, (X+U W) n WLn”, p, n, L,E’), 
[c_] E Wh(X_u W, (X-u W) n WLne’, p, n, L,E’), 
such that 
a[C+l = F, 41 cko((x+u w> n w’, P, II, Y), 
W-1 = [E, 41 EK~((X-U w> n w’, P, n, r), 
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where W’ = (wLd)KnLd and y = (1 + K,)L,e’. By definition, aEC+] (respectively 
a[C_f) is represented by a y projective chain complex (E,, q+) (respectively 
(E_, q_)) on pWf which is y chain equivalent o CC,, 1) (respectively CC-, I)). By 
applying Proposition 3.1 to IE,, q+l= [E_, q-l E&,(W’, P, n, r>, we obtain free 
y chain complexes F, G on pwt such that 
(E,, cI+) @ (F, 1) = 3y (E-7 9-j Bf (G, 1). 
Therefore, there is a 5y chain equivalence f : C_@ G -+ C+@ F. t?(f) is an 
(n + Q-dimensional strongly 4.5~ contractible chain compiex. Apply Lemma 4.3 to 
obtain an n-dimensional strongly 45y contractible chain complex (m, d3. By 
construction mr(X+- W’> = (C+),(X+- W’> and dp = d,+ over X+-(W’)45y. 
As W(n+lso* 3 W’ and Wfn+270fS ~((w’)~~~, the excision map 
exc:Wh(X, X-U W, p, n, 6) 
+ Wh(X+u W, (X+U W) f7 W(n+300)6, P, ~1, 906) 
used to define a + : Wh(X, px, IZ, 6) -+ ROW’, p, ~1, 8’) maps [ml to [C+l. 
Therefore 3, maps [ml E WMX, px, I?, 6) to [J% 41. 0 
7. Controlled Whitehead group of M X S* 
In this section we establish a controlled analogue of the split exact sequence of 
Bass [1,X11] for the Whitehead group of T X Z, 
O-+ Wh(?r) - ‘! Wh(pxZ) 
=zo(z[7r]) Crzo(.z[7r]) eEzo(Z[7r]) +o 
withA induced by the inclusion i : T -+ TT x 8. In the controlled analogue there are 
no N&terms, and the sequence is only stably exact. Geometrically, B sends the 
torsion r(f) E Wh(r x H) of a homotopy equivalence f : M +X X S’ between a 
compact manifold M and the product of a finite PoincarC complex X and S’ to 
the Siebenmann end obstruction of one of the two ends rt?*=f-‘(R*t> of the 
infinite cyclic cover EF =JC*(X X 08) of M, 
&r(f) = [1M+] = -[M-] EEo(H[rr]). 
L3 is split by the injection 
%&,(Z[rr]) -+Wh(z-xd); [P]-+:P[z, .+]+P[z, z-‘1). 
In the terminology of Ranicki [21] this is the “algebraically significant injection” of 
k,(Z[a]> in Wh(r x Z), to be distinguished from the “geometrically significant 
injection” 
B’:K,(Z[r]) -+Wh(axh); [P]-++z:P[z, z-++P[z, z-l]) 
with image the subgroup of transfer invariant elements of Wh(r X Z). 
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Theorem 7.1. Let px : M --)X be a control map. For any n > 0, 6 > 0 and E > 186, 
there is a co~utatiue diagram 
Wh(X, p;, n, 186) 2--&(X, px, n, 6) 
1 I 
Wh(X, P;i, n, e) B_ &(X9 px, n, K,e) 
where p; denotes the following control map: 
psy : M x s I pr@tion, M px x, 
the vertical maps are stabilization maps, and K, = 1081n + 6600. 
K, above is the constant which was used when we defined the connecting 
homomorphism a+ for the Mayer-Vietoris sequence in the previous section. 
To prove Theorem 7.1, it will be useful to consider a control map of the 
following form: 
pxx l,:&fxA -+XxA, 
where A c R or S’. We shall consider S’ as the quotient R/Z and use the metric 
induced from that of R. The projection map R -+ R/Z = S’ will be denoted by 7~. 
We shall always use the maximum metric for a product of metric spaces. 
The hypothesis of the following lemma is satisfied by any simplex A in the 
euclidean space I@, or a Hilbert cube I”. In the application in this section, A will 
be an interval t--s, s] c R. 
Lemma 7.2. Let A be a compact metric space and assume that there is a strong 
deformation retraction { rJO ~ t c i of A to a point v E A such that d(r,(x), r,(y)> G 
d(x, y) for a& x, y E A and t E [O, 11. suppose that pxxd : N +X X A is a control 
map such that there is a strong deformation retraction {R,) of N to p,:,<XX {v)> 
which covers the strong deformation retraction {R, = 1, X rt} of X X A to XX Iv), 
and let 
px=Pxxd:(PxxJ1(XX fvH -+Xx {v) =X. 
Then there are ~orno~h~~ 
&,(XxA, PXxA, n, e) g&(X, px, n, e), 
Wh(XxA> PXXA, n + 1, E) z Wh(X, px, n + 1,~) 
for every n z 0 and E > 0. 
Proof. We consider the d, case. The isomorphism is given by 
(&, RI)* :&,(XxA, PXxA, n, c) -+&X, px, n, e) 
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with the inverse i, induced by the inclusion i: X+Xx A. The composition 
(ii, Ri)*i* is obviously the identity map. To prove that i & (&i, R,), is the 
identity, we need to show the equivalence of (E, 4) and (k,),(E, q) for every 
element [E, q] E 2,(X x A, pXXd, IZ, E), but this is obvious because there exists a 
sequence 0 = t, < t, < f . . < t, = 1 such that (R&(E, q> and (~,i+,),(E, q) are 
E isomorphic for each i = O,..., m - 1. The isomorphisms are given by tracks of 
(Q <t <t,+,- The proof for Wh is similar and is omitted. 0 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. We define the homomorphism 
B:Wh(X, p;y, tz, E) +&(x, Px, n, K,E) 
for every it > 0 and E > 0. Let C be an n-dimensional strongly E contractible f.g. 
free E chain complex on pk : A4 x S' +X. Let C denote the pullback of C via the 
map 1, x T : A4 x R' -+ M x S1. c' is not finitely generated, but is M-locally finite 
in the sense of Section 3. C is strongly E contractible measured in X, but not 
necessarily so when measured via pX x 1 R:M~R-+X~R. Let K be a positive 
number and consider the linear map cp K: R + R defined by #(x) =x/K. If K is 
sufficiently large, then q:(d) is an M-locally finite n-dimensional strongly E 
contractible free E chain complex on pX x l,, thus it represents an element in 
Wh”(Xx R, pX x l,, it, E). We define B([CI) to be the image of this element by 
the composition 
Wh*(Xx R, pXx l,, n, E) 
a+ 
-@(Xx.& pxx l,, n, K,E) 
=&(xX& pxx I,, TZ, K,E) A&,(x, px, II, K,E), 
where 8, is the connecting homomorphism in the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for 
the triad X x (R; (- 03, 01, [0, m)) and J is some interval [ -s, sl, and the last map 
is the isomorphism of Lemma 7.2 induced by the retraction A4 X J + M. Because 
of this retraction at the end, the image of [cp,K(d)l in 8,&X, px, n, K,E) is 
independent of the choice of K used for shrinking for a given C. Suppose 
[Cl = [C’] in Wh(X, p&, rz, E). If we use a sufficiently large K, then [rp,K(c;)l = 
[(p,K(dl)] in Wh”(Xx R, pX x l,, n, E). Therefore B is well defined. It is obvi- 
ously a homomorphism. We shall give an alternative description of B later. 
Next we define 
B: Z&(X, pX, tz, 8) + Wh(X, p;, IZ, 18s) 
for every II > 0 and 6 > 0. Let (A, p) be a 6 projective module on pX, and 
consider a geometric module D = Z[{P}] on S’ generated by P = ~(0) E S'. Define 
a path t :[O, 11 + R by t(8) = 8 (0 Q 6 Q l), and let .a denote the path 
(P, rr 0 t : [0, 11 + S’, P) from P to P. Define a homomorphism 
B,:%,(X, PX, 6) +Wh(X, P;, 26); 
[A,p]-t[f,=(l-p)~l+p~z::A~D~~D]. 
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Tensor products of geometric modules and tensor products of geometric mor- 
phisms are defined in Yamasaki [26]. For the convenience of the reader, we give a 
brief review. Let Z[R] and Z[S] be geometric modules on M and N respectively. 
Their tensor product Z[R] dD ZtS] is defined to be Z[R X S : / R I x / S / -+ A4 X N]. 
For r=(lrl,[r])~R and s=(lsl,[s])~S, r@s will denote the element 
(( I r I, I s I>, ([t-l, [sl>> of R x S. If (r, p :[O, 7]--) M, r’) is a path from r E R to 
r’ E R’ and (s, v : [O, ~‘1 --j N, s’> is a path from s E S to s’ E S’, then their tenfor 
product (r, p, r’> 63 (s, w, s’) is the path (r 8 S, p QD cf, r’ ~310, where p QD u : [0, T 
+ T’] + A/I x N is the following composite path: 
i 
M-a aw ifOGx<r, 
p*0(x)= (P(T), a(x-7)) if 79xGr++‘. 
Tensor products of geometric morphisms are defined by biiinearly extending this. 
In general we have a homotopy ( f’ ~9 g’Xf @ g) - f’f 8 g’g instead of a strict 
equality. 
Let us go back to the definition of &. It is easy to check that &, is a 6 
isomorphism measured in X; its inverse is given by Cl- pf QD 1 + p Q 2-r. If we add 
a free module (E, lE) to CA, p>, then fpdlE =fp 610, (8r z) represent the same 
class as fp. Next suppose that g :(A, p> + (A’, $1 is a 6 isomorphism of S 
projective modules, with inverse g- ‘. Define a 13 isomorphism F : (A 8 D) cf3 (A’ @ 
o>-+(A@D)$(A’@D)by 
F= (l-P)@1 ( g’81 g@I (1 -p’) 63 1 i (F’ N2s 1)s 
then 
Now by Proposition 4.8, ifi1 = [f&,1 in WMX, &, 26) and hence & is well 
defined. The desired B is defined by the composition 
&(X, px, n, 6) ~J%X, px, 98) 
-!f-+Wh(X, p;, m)-:WhfX, P;, =, 185). 
The commutativity of the diagram of Theorem 7.1 is easily verified. o 
We rewrite Theorem 6.2(2) using Theorem 7.1. Let px, X,, X_, Y be as in 
Section 6, For a given c > 0, let W be a closed subspace of X containing Y’+’ and 
y be any number 2 18~~~. Let & be the imposition 
pxl(W) xs’ pro~ection,p~l(ff,?) px w_ 
Define z+ : Wh(X, px, n, E) + WhCW, pIy, n, y) by the following composition: 
wh(X, px, n, E) L&(W, pw, n, y/18) ~Wh(W, P’,, a, Y). 
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The following composition is 0: 
Wh( X-7 px_, n, E) @ Wh(X+> px,, n, E) 
(j-i,) 
-Wh(K px, n, 4 
a+ 
-Wh(W> p’w, n, 7). 
Furthermore we have: 
Corollary 7.3. Fix an integer n 2 1, There exists a constant M, (2 1) which depends 
only on n such that, if Z II W”nKJ and 6 & M,,K,Y, the stabilization map 
Wh(X, px, n, E) + WhfX, px, n, 6) maps the kernel of 
2, :Wh(X, px, n, E) +Wh(W, P;Y, n, Y) 
into the image of 
(j_ j+):Wh(X_UZ, p, n, 6) @ Wh(X+uZ, P, n, 6) 
+ Wh(X, px, n, 6). 
Proof. Immediate from Theorems 6.2 and 7.1. The same constant M,, as in 
Theorem 6.2 can be used. 0 
This will be used in the next section for a stable vanishing result for controlled 
Whitehead torsion. 
Our next aim in this section is to study Wh(X X S1, px X lsl, n, e). Define 
subspaces S:, S! (c S1) by S: = &[O, l/21), S!_ = &I- l/2,01) and let P = do) 
(as before), Q = ~(1/2), N = r&/4), S = s-( - l/4). When E is Sufficiently Small 
(K,E < l/8), One Can use Lemma 7.2 to rewrite the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for 
the triad XX (S’; S\, S!+) as follows: 
Wh(X, px, n, 6) @Wh(X, px, n, E) 
LWh(X, px, n, E) @Wh(X, px, n7 E) 
(i;, Wh(Xx S1, pxX 1, n, E) 
%,(xX (P}, px, n, K,e) @&,(xX (Q}, Px, n> ‘V) 
S&(x=xX (S}, px, n, K,E) @&(X=Xx {N), px, n, K,E) 
where 
i- :X=Xx {S} -+Xx S’, 
.+ 1 :x=xx {N} +Xx?? 
are inclusion maps, and 
J=(-; -;) J’=(-; -;). 
If we further assume that M,,K,E < l/S, then this sequence is stably exact. 
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Define B’ : Wh(X X S’, px X 1, IZ, E) -+&(X, px, n, K,E) by composing ;V, 
with the projection onto the first direct summed, and consider 
o+Wh(X, px, Q, c) 
i: 
-Wh(Xx S’, pxx 1, n, E) 
28,(X, px, II, f&E) -+ 0. 
The composition B’i: is zero. The map i: is injective: the projection pM : M X S’ 
+ M induces the left inverse of i”,. Let 6 =MJc,E. If IQ < l/8, then from the 
stable exactness of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence above one can deduce that this 
sequence is also stably exact: 
(1) the stabilization image of ker B’ in Wh(X X S’, p’x X 1, n, S> is contained in 
the image of 
i: : Wh( X, px, n, 6) -+ Wh(Xx S’, pxX 1, n, S), 
(2) the stabilization image of &(X, px, n, K,E) in R&,X, px, FZ, K,$) is con- 
tained in the image of 
B’:Wh(XxSl, pxX 1, n, 6) +8,(X, _vx, n, K,6). 
By the remark preceding Theorem 5.3, the following diagram commutes. 
Wh(Xx S’, pxx 1, n, E) L&(X, px, n, K,E) 
Wh(X, P;, 12, l > 7 &(X, Px, BY ‘V) 
where F denotes the “forget-control-in-S’” map induced by Q, = (1: M X S’ -+ A4 
X S’, projection : X X S’ -+ Xl. 
Let [C] E Wh(X, pi, n, E). For a positive integer k, let Ck denote the pullback 
of C via the k-fold covering 
&fXS’-+MXS’; (m, r(e)) ++ (m, a@@)). 
If k is sufficiently large, then dk represents an element of WMXx S’, px x 
1, II, E). Again by the remark preceding Theorem 5.3, we have the equality: B([C]) 
= B’([C!‘]). This is the alternative description of B mentioned before. 
Furthermore, we can use pullback to construct a stable right inverse li; of B’. 
For an integer k a 1,/r, define: 
-1 B W : &J(X> Px7 Y) -+ Wh(XxS’, pxx 1,8y); [A, PI * [(!$I. 
Here ( f, = (1 - p> 8 1 + p QD z) is regarded as a 1 -dimensional chain complex. If 
we define @ by 
-/ B 0.k = ti+ : gO( x, PX, n, 6) +Wh(XxS’, pxx 1, rs, 726) 
then B’pk is equal to the stabilization map. Therefore WMX X S’, px X 1, n, E) is 
stably a direct sum of Wh(X, px, n, E) and koCX, px, II, 4. 
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This stable spiitting does depend on the integer k. B~~tably it depends only on 
k mod 2. Suppose 1 > k 3 l/r. Stretch a portion of (‘,> along an arc A cS’ to 
match with mk over XX A’ for some subarc A’ c A and then use Theorem 5.3fl) 
to conclude that m1 - mk 1 ies in the image of Wh(X, px, n, 72L,S), where 
L, is the constant given in Theorem 5.3. But this element must be zero, because 
h-p 0 0 . . . p t 
\ 0 I; 6 ..: lip, 
is equal to (pMI,[mkJ if I= k (mod 2). Therefore Bt; : &CX, px, E, S) -+ Wh(X 
x S’, px x 1, n, 72L,6) depends only on k mod 2, (If we use the ~eometricalIy 
significant g, = (1 -p> @ 1 -p Q z of Ranicki [21] instead of fP, then Ei is 
independent of k( B 01.1 
8. The eventual Vietoris theorem 
A version of the Vietoris theorem appropriate to a nonconnective generalized 
homology theory h * states that if a map p : M --) K of reasonable spaces (such as 
polyhedra) has h *-acyclic point inverses in dimensions G 1, 
h_*(~-‘(~~)~~~~)=O (uEK, k> -1) 
then p is an h * -isomorphism in dimensions Q 1, 
h&p) =0 (k> -1). 
There is an eventual Vietoris theorem for controlled torsion: if a reasonable 
control map p : M -+ K is such that 
Wh_/&(p-l(U))) =0 (uEK, k& -1) 
then for every E > 0, it > 0 there exists a S > 0 such that the stabilization maps 
Wh-,(K P, YE, 6) --j Wh_,(K, P, n, E) (k a - 1) 
are zero. See the appendix. In fact, we shall avoid the overt use of the condition 
Wh_k(rl(p-l(U))) = 0 involving the lower Wh-groups Wh_, (k 3 0) by using the 
controlled version in Section 7 of the Bass-Heller-Swan splitting, crossing with 
the k-tori Tk = (.S1jk and using the stronger hypothesis Wh(~~(p-‘~u)) X Zk> = 0 
for ail u E K, k 2 0. 
As an appIicatio~ we study the “forget-control” assembly maps. For any control 
map px : M +X and any 6 > 0, there is a “forget-control” map: 
Wh(X, px, n, 6) -+ Wh(X, pxt n,+ QJ), 
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as an extreme of stabilization maps. If M is connected and locally l-connected, 
then the assembly map gives an isomorphism 
Wh(X, p.,, n,+m) AWh(n,(X)). 
The composite of these is the “forget-control” assembly map. “Forget-control” 
assembly maps for &, are also defined similarly. 
The Vietoris theorem for controlled torsion implies that, if we further assume 
that X is a connected compact metric ANR and II z 0, then there exists a 6 > 0 
such that the image of the “forget-control” assembly map 
Wh(X, px, n, 6) * Wh(dM)) 
is contained in the kernel of 
( PX) * :Wh(dM)) + Wh(~dX)). 
Similarly, for n > 0, there exists a S > 0 such that the image of the “forget-control” 
assembly map 
K,,(X, px, n, 6) -+&@+q(M)]) 
is contained in the kernel of 
These results were originally obtained by Chapman and Ferry, using more geomet- 
ric methods. 
Let K be a finite polyhedron, and suppose that the control map pK : M -+ K 
has an iterated mapping cylinder structure (Hatcher [12]), and that 
Wh(~,(p&))xZk)=O (kg0) 
for every vertex u E K. For each k > 0, let pkk’ denote the composition 
projection PK 
P$~‘:MxT~-M-K. 
Then p$“ also has an iterated mapping cylinder structure induced from that of pK 
and satisfies the same Whitehead group condition. 
Theorem 8.1. Let pK be as above. For any n > 0 and E > 0, there exists a S > 0 such 
that the stabilization map 
Wh(K, pg’, n, 8) + Wh(K, pkk’, n, E) 
is the zero map for every k 2 0. 
Proof. In the following proof, we do not distinguish a simplicial complex from its 
underlying polyhedron. For a simplicial complex L, #CL) will denote the number 
of simplices in L. Fix pK and n > 0. We inductively show that there exists a 
sequence 
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of positive functions such that if L is a subcomplex of K with #CL) G 1, then the 
stabilization maps 
Wh(L, plk’, n, 6/(e)) -, Wh(L pLk’, n, E) 
are 0 for all k a 0 and all E > 0. Here pik) is the restriction of p$‘) to L. The 
theorem is a special case of this. 
When I= 1, i.e., L is a point {u), SJE) = E works, because 
Wh({u}, P$;, n, Y) =Wh(r,(p,‘(u) x T”)) =O 
for every y > 0. Assume we have constructed 6,, . . . , a,_,. Let L be a subcomplex 
of K with #(L) G 1. Let A be a simplex of L that is not a face of any other simplex 
of L. Then L is the union of L+= A and L_= L - interior(A) with intersection 
L, = aA. Since #CL,) < 1 and #CL _I < I the stabilization maps 
Wh(L,, pf,), n, &-,(a)) +Wh(L,, P$ n, + 
Wh(L_, pLkJ, n, &I(+ -Wh(L, plk?, n, l ) 
are 0 for all E > 0 and k z 0 by induction hypothesis. Note that this is also true for 
L +, because 
Wh(L+, pLk;, n, Y) = Wh((4, P{$, n, Y) = 0 
for all y 2 0 and k k 0, by Lemma 7.2. 
Now fix E > 0. Let fi denote a regular neighbourhood of L, in L. Here and in 
the rest of the proof, a “regular neighbourhood” of a subcomplex means a star 
neighbourhood of some iterated barycentric subdivision of the original simplicial 
structure. This is to ensure that there exists a strong deformation retraction of the 
regular neighbourhood of the subcomplex which can be covered by a strong 
deformation retraction of the preimage by pK. Thus one can choose a strong 
deformation retraction {~~)a < f d 1 of L _ u A to L _ so that it is covered by a strong 
deformation retraction (FJ of pi ‘CL_ U I’?> to pi ‘CL-). This induces a strong 
deformation retraction {F:k’ = ?t x l,k) of (p&+)>-l(L_UP?) to (pik))-‘(L_). Un- 
like Lemma 7.2, rt may increase the distance. But, by the compactness of L + n fi, 
there exists a positive number S-(E) (6 Slur) which makes the following 
diagram commute for all k a 0, 
Wh(L_uti, pCk’, n, K(E)) - Wh(L_uti, pCk’, II, l ) 
(?ik’, $V* 
I I. 
I* 
Wh(L-, ~‘~‘9 n, &1(~)) - Wh(L_, #“, IZ, E) 
Since the second row is the zero map, the top row is also the zero map for all 
k B 0. Similarly, there exists a positive number 8+(~) such that 
Wh(L+u N, pck’, n, 8+(e)) + Wh(L+u& pck’, n, 6) 
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A 
is the zero map for all k 2 0. Let S(E) = min{s+(c), ir-(~)f, and choose a positive 
number y sufficiently small so that 
(1) h&~,y Q &I, and 
(2) there exists a smaher regular neighbourhood N of L, in L such that 
N”nKnY cP?, where M,, is the constant given in Corollary 7.3 and K, is the constant 
defined in Section 6. As in the case of L _U t?, there exists a positive function 
so(a) such that 
Wh( N, p@‘, n, So@)) - Wh(N, pck’, n, cy) 
is the zero map for every LY > 0 and k 3 0. Now choose at(e) > 0 sufficiently small 
so that 
(1) SL(e) < 6°(yI/18~,, and 
(2) N I, L?+-, 
where y is as above. 
Consider the following commutative diagram. 
%+ 
,Wh( N, P$+‘), n, S’(Y)) 
0 
1 
Wh( L _ u 6, ptk’, n,~((~))$Wh(L+Ud,p(~),n,~(~)) -Wh( L, pik’, n, 6”(e)) 
0 
i i 
Wh( L _ u i?, p(@, n,~)$Wh(L+ul\j,p(~),n,~) -Wh(L, pik’, n, e) 
A simple diagram chase shows that the stabilization map 
Wh(L, &‘, II, SL(E)) -+ Wh(L, pik’, n, E) 
is the zero map for all k 2 0. Since there are only finitely many subcomplexes L
with #CL) Q I, we can define C~/(E) to be rnin(~~(~) I #CL) G Il. This completes the 
inductive step and the theorem is proved. 13 
Corollary 8.2. Letp, be as above. For any 12 2 0 and E > 0, there exists a S > 0 such 
that 
&(K, Plyk’, n, 8) -+tio(K, Pp, n, E) 
is the zero map for every k 2 0. 
Proof, When n > 0, this follows immediately from Theorems 8.1 and 7.1. The n = 0 
case follows from the n = 1 case, izi 
The following is an algebraic version of Ferry [lo, Corollary 3.23: 
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Corollary 8.3. Let X be a connected compact metric ANR embedded in the Hilbert 
cube I”. For any n > 0 and e > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such that the stab~ization 
maps 
8,(X, I,, n, 6) -+&(X, 1x9 n, e), 
Wh(X, l,, n + 1, S) + Wh(X, l,, 12 + 1, E) 
are both zero. Consequently, there exists a S,, > 0 such that the ‘~fo~et~ontrol” 
asse~iy maps 
&(X7 lx, n, 8 x,J ~Kl(~[~1wl)~ 
Wh(X, lx, 12 + 1, &,,I + Wh(rJX)) 
are both zero. 
Proof. X has a neighbourhood U with a retraction r : U + X. We may assume that 
U is of the form K x ZmsN, where K is a codimension 0 PL submanifold of IN. Let 
m = n -t- 1. By the compactness of U there is a y > 0 such that (r, r-1: 1, ---) 1, 
induces a homomo~hism 
(r, r) * :Wh(U, l,, m, r) --+ Wb( X, l,, m, E). 
Since Wh(Zk) = 0 (Bass, Heller and Swan [2]), we can apply Theorem 8.1 to 
1, : K -+ K; there exists a 6 > 0 such that the homomorphism Wh(K, l$‘, m, S> + 
Wh(K, I$), m, y) is the zero map for every k 2 0. L&t r’ : U = K X I"-"' + K 
denote the projection and i’ : K = K x (0, 0,. . . ) + U denote the inclusion map. 
These induce isomorphisms in Wh which are inverses of each other by Lemma 7.2. 
The following diagram commutes: 
WMX, l(j), m, S) 1* WMU, l(6), m, 6) -%$ WMK, I$), m, 6) 
I 1 
0 
1 
WhtX, l(j), m, E) (r WhKJ, l’$), m, r> A Wh(K, l$), m, r> 
I * i’ * 
where the vertical maps are stabilization maps. Therefore, all the vertical maps are 
zero maps. 
Let E = 1, k = 0 and let 6,,, be the corresponding 8. Since the forget-control 
map Wh(X, l,, n + 1, 6,) + Wh(rr,(X)) factors through Wh(X, l,, n + 1, 11, it 
is the zero map. 
The claim for 6, (with a smaller a,,,) follows from the k = 1 case and Theorem 
7.1. q 
The following is an algebraic version of Chapman [5, Theorem l’l: 
Corollary 8.4. Suppose px : M -+X is a control map of a connected locally l-con- 
nected space M to a connected compact metric ANR X embedded in I”. For any 
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n 2 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such that the images of the “forget-control” assembly 
maps 
Wh( X, px, n + 1, 6) -+ Wh(r@)), 
&(X7 Px, n7 6) -tG(~[~,(Wl) 
are contained in the kernels of 
(PX) * :W+-,W)) +Wh(dW)~ 
(Px> * : ~o(~[ww1) + ~“(G-d WI) 
respectively. 
Proof. Let S,,, be as in Corollary 8.3. The claim for Whitehead groups is 
immediate from the following commutative diagram. 
Wh(X, px, n + 1, a,,,) (px, Wh(X, lx, n + 1, S,,,) 
I 1 
0 
Wh(?(M)) 
(Px)* 
, WhhW) 
The I&, case is similar. q 
9. Controlled finiteness obstruction and torsion 
We shall now use the theory of transverse CW complexes to define controlled 
finiteness obstruction and torsion using the algebraically defined value groups of 
Sections 3 and 4. Previously, Chapman [6,§§5,7] had defined controlled finiteness 
obstruction and torsion using geometrically defined value groups. The geometric 
invariants determine the algebraic invariants - we shall not need this, and for our 
purposes it suffices to consider only the algebraic ones, since these assemble to the 
uncontrolled finiteness obstruction and torsion respectively. 
Let K be a CW complex. Kck’ will denote its k-skeleton. A map f :(Mk, CM) 
+ (K@), KCk-‘)) from a smooth k-dimensional manifold (possibly with boundary) 
is said to be transverse to the k-cells if for each open k-cell ek of K, f-‘(ek) is a 
disjoint union of the interiors of finitely many closed k-balls B,!‘ in M such that 
there exists a homeomorphism ei : B/ + Dk to the k-ball Dk with O,k 0 tii = f I B,? 
for each i. Here Oek : Dk -+ K denotes the characteristic map for the closed k-cell 
Zk. Any continuous map f: (Mk, &VI) + (KCk’, KCk-“) is homotopic rel ?I to one 
that is transverse to the k-cells. 
A CW complex K is transverse if the attaching maps cp : Sk -+ KCk) of the 
(k + l)-cells are all transverse to the k-cells for every k. Any finite CW complex is 
simple homotopy equivalent to a transverse CW complex. A subdivision (Milnor 
[15]> of a transverse CW complex is also transverse. 
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A map f : X -+ L between transverse CW complexes is t-cellular if it is cellular 
and for each cell ek of K, the composition 
(Dk, Sk-‘) __!_+ (K(k), K’k-0) z+ (L’k’, L(k--1)) 
is transverse to the k-cells, where 8 is the characteristic map for ek. Any map can 
be homotoped to a t-cellular map. 
A t-cellular map f : K + L induces a chain map f%: f,C(K)-+C(L). Here 
Cc-1 denotes the geometric cellular chain complex defined by Quinn [18] and 
f,(- > denotes the geometric module chain complex obtained by applying f# to 
the modules and morphisms. f&,(K) is generated by the images of the centers of 
k-cells of K in L. For each k-cell of K, consider the characteristic map (3 : Dk + K 
and take the radial paths in Dk starting at the center of Dk and ending at the 
preimages by f8 of the centers of the k-cells of L. A path is assigned a + sign 
(respectively a - sign) if f B is orientation-preserving (respectively orientation-re- 
versing) about its endpoint, The chain map f% is defined by the sum of the images 
of these paths in L with assigned sign. To see that this actually defines a chain 
map, let U& be the preimage of the open k-cells of L via f6: (Ilk, Sk-‘) + 
(Lck), L(k-‘)). Make f@ : DK - L! Q -+ L’k-” transverse to the centers {uJ of the 
(k - l&cells of L keeping the boundary fixed. Then the preimage of Iv,) in 
Dk - u iI.( is the disjoint union of circles and arcs. Using these arcs, we can make 
the paths in f,,d - df% into pairs of opposite sign so that the paired paths are 
homotopic in L rel 3. 
If two t-cellular maps f, g are homotopic, then there is a diagram 
f&(K) 
I 
\‘:: 
z 
4 
cm 
g&(K) 
that commutes up to chain homotopy. Here the vertical map is the geometric 
isomorphism given by the homotopy. 
If f:K+L and g:L -+ M are both t-cellular, then so is the composition 
gf : K --$ M, and (gf )% N g%g,(fd. 
We shall now define the controlled torsion of a controlled homotopy equiva- 
lence. See Chapman [6, p.21 for the te~inolo~. 
Let K and L be n-dimensional transverse finite CW complexes, such that L is 
equipped with a control map px : L -+X to a metric space X. The torsion of a 
p;‘(e)-equivalence f : K + L will be defined to be an element T(f) E 
Wh(X, px, n + 1, 360~). Let g : L -+ K be a pi’(~)-homotopy inverse of f. 
Subdivide K and L if necessary, and assume that the diameter of the image in X 
of each celi of K and L via pxf and px is smaller than e/10. Transverse CW 
complexes are “saturated” in the sense of Quinn [18]. Therefore f is p,‘(~/lO)- 
homotopic to a t-cellular map f’ : K + L, and g is (pxf )-‘(e/10)-homotopic to a 
t-cellular map g’ : L --j K. Then f’g’ is t-cellularly pi “(2e)-homotopic to l,, and 
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g’f’ is t-cellularly (p,f’)-‘(4e)-homotopic to 1,. f&(K) and C(L) are both free 
E chain complexes. Consider the induced E chain map 
F=fk :&C(K) + C(L) 
and the composite 7~ chain map 
where the first map is the geometric 2~ isomorphism induced by the homotopy 
1 -f’g’. Then FG is 9~ chain homotopic to 1: C(L) + C(L). This 9~ comes from 
the size estimate of the trace of each cell of L by the 2c-homotopy px =pxf 'g'. 
Similarly the (p,f’)- ‘(4e)-homotopy gives a 17~ chain homotopy GFA = 1, where 
A : f&C(K) + f$C( K) is the geometric 6~ isomorphism induced by the pi ‘(6e)-ho- 
motopy 
f’ =f’lL, -f’( g’f’) = (f’g’)f’ ? lL,f’ =f’. 
This homotopy induces a 136 chain homotopy f&h -f&. Thus GFA = 2oE GF, and 
GF =37c 1. F is a 40~ chain equivalence, and its torsion is defined in Wh(X, px, n 
+ 1, 3606). This class is independent of the choice of f’. The forget-control 
assembly image of this class in Wh(r,(X)) is the ordinary Whitehead torsion 7(f). 
Next, we define the controlled finiteness obstruction of a controlled dominated 
space. 
Let K and M be n-dimensional transverse CW complexes, and let 
I+M 
be a pi l(e) domination of M with respect to a control map px : M +X. Assume 
that K is finite, then we may assume that the image of each cell of K by the map 
pxd has diameter < E, by subdividing K if necessary. Also assume that the CW 
decomposition of M is sufficiently fine so that the image of each cell of M by px 
has diameter < E. Then C(M) is 6 dominated by d,C(K) for some 6 > 0, and 
hence by Proposition 5.1, (C(M), 1) is (2n + 5)6 chain equivalent to an n-dimen- 
sional (n + 4)s projective chain complex. (Alternatively, apply the instant finite- 
ness obstruction formula of Luck and Ranicki [14] to the controlled chain homo- 
topy idempotent induced by ud 2: cud)* : K + K. If we take this approach, then the 
assumption above on the CW structure on M is unnecessary.) The reduced 
projective class of this complex is the controlled finiteness obstruction [M] E 
8,(X, px, n, (4n + 10)6). The forget-control assembly image in K,(H[rr,(M)]) is 
the ordinary Wall finiteness obstruction [Ml. 
10. The topological invariance and finiteness theorems 
We shall now use the Vietoris-type theorem of Section 8 and the controlled 
torsion and finiteness obstruction of Section 9 to prove that the torsion of a 
homeomorphism is zero, and that the finiteness obstruction of a compact ANR is 
zero. 
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Theorem 10.1 (Topological invariance of torsion). A homeomorphism finite CW 
complexes is simple. 
Theorem 10.2 (Borsuk Conjecture). A compact metric ANR is homotopy equivalent 
to a finite polyhedron. 
These were originally proved by Chapman [3] and West [24], respectively. 
Actually, for these applications the controlled algebra of Quinn [16,17] suffices, 
with geometric morphisms defined without using paths. 
Proof of Theorem 10.1. Let f : K + L be a homeomorphism between finite CW 
complexes. We shall show that the Whitehead torsion T(f) is 0. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that L is embedded in the Hilbert cube and that K and 
L are transverse. Since the Whitehead torsion is combinatorially invariant 
(Whitehead [25], Milnor [15], Cohen [7]), we may replace K and L by their 
subdivisions K’ and L’ respectively. Approximate f by a t-cellular map f’. As in 
Section 9 for some 6 > 0, %?7(fLJ defines an element in Wh(L’, l,, 6) = 
Wh(L, l,, S) whose image in Wh(r,L) via the “forget-control” assembly map is 
the torsion T(f). One can make S arbitrarily small by choosing fine subdivisions 
and a close approximation f ‘. Therefore, r(f) is 0 by Corollary 8.3. 0 
Proof of Theorem 10.2. Without loss of generality, we may assume that X is a 
subspace of the Hilbert cube. X has a neighbourhood V with a retraction 
r : I/ -+ X. If N is sufficiently large, we can find a smaller neighbourhood U c I/ of 
the form K x ImeN, where K is a codimension 0 PL submanifold of IN. Let 
j: X + K denote the composition 
inclusion 
j:X- 
projection 
U-K, 
and f : K + X denote the composition 
f : K = K x 0 inc’usion, u r X. 
Then f : K + X is a finite domination of X: there is a homotopy k, : 1, -fi. Let 
p : K + K be a t-cellular approximation of jf and let h, : jf =p be a homotopy. 
Define p* : f&(K) -+ f&(K) by the composition 
= f&(K) - f,p,C( K) = f,C( K) 
where the first map is the geometric isomorphism 
k,f F, 
H,: f-fjf-fp. 
induced by the homotopy 
There is a homotopy K, : p2 2: jfif 2: jf =p, and there is induced a chain homotopy 
between pi and p.+ A, where A : f&(K) + f&(K) is the geometric isomorphism 
induced by the homotopy 
4~ fK, 
f ‘fP - fPPZfP -f. 
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If N is very large (i.e., ImPN is very thin), then the homotopy k, is very small. Also 
the homotopy h, can be assumed to be arbitrarily small. As X is locally con- 
tractible, A is homotopic (-I to the identity for sufficiently large N. Thus we may 
assume that p* is a chain homotopy projection. As in Section 9 this situation 
determines an element of i,(X, l,, 6) for some S > 0. Its image in Z@Z[7ri(X)]) 
via the “forget-control” assembly map is the ordinary Wall finiteness obstruction 
of X. Since one can make 6 arbitrarily small, the finiteness obstruction of X must 
vanish, by Corollary 8.3. 0 
Appendix A. Controlled lower K-theory 
The stably exact sequences in Sections 5 and 6 can be extended to the right by 
introducing controlled lower K-groups. 
Definition. For a control map pX : M +X and an integer i z 0, define 
&i(x, px, n, e) =K,M(XX[W’, pxx lR’, rt, E) (n>O), 
Wh,_,(X, Y, pX, n, E) = Wh”“(Xx R’, YX R’, pxX l,i, n, E) (n > O), 
using M-locally finite chain complexes (Sections 3 and 4). When i = 0, these are 
equal to the original controlled d,- and Wh-groups. As in Section 7, we use the 
maximum metric for product metric spaces (including I&>. 
The M-locally finite version of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for the triad 
xx (UP+‘; R’ x (- CQ, 01, IF!’ x [O, w)) reduces to the stable isomorphism: 
0 + Wh”(Xx Ri+‘, pXx 1, II, E) 
a+ 
-~,M(Xx~‘x~,p,x1x1,n,K,E)‘O 
where K, = 1081n + 6600 (as in Section 6) and J is some interval I-s, sl. This is 
because the terms concerning half infinite intervals vanish (Eilenberg swindle). For 
example, let [ Dl be an element of Wh”(X X IF!’ X LO, co), px X 1 X 1, n, E), D be a 
complex representing the additive inverse of [Dl, and t be the translation of 
M x [w’ x [O, M) x [w-’ by E in the positive direction of LO, m), then 
is M-locally finite and represents [D] as well as 0. By Lemma 7.2, the projection 
A4 x 0%’ x J + M X R’ induces an isomorphism 
~oM(XX [W’XJ, PxX IX 1, Iz, K,E) ~:_i(X, Px, n, K,E). 
Thus there is a stable isomorphism 
a:Wh_i(X, Px> n, l ) +i-i(X, Px, n> Kne) 
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with an inverse 
P&(X, Px, n, E) + Wh-,(X, 1~x3 n, +) 
where A,, = M~K:. (Note that we have already encountered the map (Y with i = 0 in 
Section 7.) 
This observation permits us to extend the sequences of Sections 5 and 6 to the 
right as follows: 
WhI_j(Y, PY, n, C) -+Whl-i(X, PX, ~1, E> -+Wh,+(X, Y, PX, n, e) 
2 Wh_,(W, pw, n, E’) -+ Wh_,(X, px, 12, E’) 
( i 2 0, n > 0, E > 0, w3 YQ, E’ 2 KnhnE), 
Wh,-i(Xo, ~3 n, c) 
--+Wh1_-I(X-_, P, a, E) @ Wh,_i(X+, P, it, E) --) W&-,(X, P, n, l )
a, Wh_i( W, PI n, E’) 
+ Wh_,(X_u W, p, n, E’) gt Wh_,(X+u W, a, n, E’) 
(i & 0, PE > 0, E > 0, Wx yK”‘, (E’ 2 K&E). 
These are stably exact, but the details will be omitted. 
When X is a point { *} and M is connected and locally l-connected, g_i({ * 1, 
M*{*), rt, E) and Wh,_i({*), M-+(*1, n, E) are isomorphic to the ordinary 
reduced lower K-group k_@[~~(M)l). 
We can use these controlIed lower K-groups to do the stable calcuIation of 
Section 8. 
Let pK: M+K be as in Theorem 8.1, a control map of A4 to a compact 
polyhedron K with an iterated mapping cylinder structure such that 
Wht-i(+$(v)))=o (vEK,~>o). 
Theorem AS. Fczr any tz > 0 and E > 0, there exists a S > 0 sect that the ~tabiliza- 
tion map 
Wh,-i(K, PK, 12, 6) --) Wh,-i(K> PK, n, e) 
is zero for every i 2 0. 
See Ranicki [22] for an algebraic treatment of lower K-theory using the 
bounded algebra of Pedersen and Weibel. 
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